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R E P 0 R T NO. 74 

HISTORICAL SECTION. ( G.S. } 

ARMY RE~UARTERS 

RESTRICTED 

5 Jul 55 

Of; ensive Air Support of First Canadian 
A:rmy during Operations in North-West Eur ope 

1. The aim of this report is to describe 
the planning and control of t h e air support which was 
provided First Canadian A:rray during its 6perations in 
North-West Europe. To avoid duplication, developments 
in this fiel9. which are already recorded. in existing 
reports are summarized very briefly, with cross 
refe·rences to the appropriate report. 

2. As the title states, the report is 
limited to offensive air support. Air transport support 
is not dealt with, since the Ca.nadian ,A;rmy had no 
direct and important connection with this form of 
support during its operations in Europe. The 
administrative support provided the air for ce by the 
army is likewise excluded. Certain aspects of this 
work, especially air fielc1 construction, had an 
important influence on offensive air support. It is 
not possible; however, to r ec·ord this influence • 
adequately from the limited information available. 
It may be that air force records contain more nearly 
complete information on the matter, since it was of 
more intimate and direct concern to the air force than 
to the army. In any event, it woul d be better to 
deal with administration separately . Its inclusion 
in the present report would represent a f\lrther com
plication of a subject which is s uf f iciently complex 
without it. 

DEVELOP~IENTS PRIOR TO D DAY 

3. By the beginning of 1 944, H. Q. First 
Cdn .A:rmy was in a reasonably g ood position to do i t s 
share in the planning and control o.f whatever air 
support was assigned to it during the impending 
operations in North-West Europe. Under G·en McNaughton, 
the Canadians had closely followed the development 
of Nar Office policy on air support of ground operations. 
They had also experimented with air sup port in various 
exercises, sent officers on air support courses and 
kept generally parallel to the British in the 
organization of staff sections and units especially 
concerned with air support. In view of the rather 
strained relations which subsequently develo~ed between 
army headquarters (both Canadian and British) and their · 
associated air force headquarters, it would appear 
fortunate that so much had been done in advance of 
active operations. 
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.. 
Air Support Doctrine and Organization, February 1944 

4. Before describing the final stages prior 
to D Day of First Cdn Army 's preparation for the use 
of air support~ it is necessary to .record certain facts 
about the then-current British policy on the organization 
and comm.and of tactical· air forces, and the doctrine 
which governed their co-operation with ground forces. 

5. The Second Tactical Air Force (2 TA1r ) 
had been .organized in 1943 to support ground o~erations 
in Europe. It contained two Composite Groups {Nos. 83 
and 84)? one group of medium bombers (2 Gp) and a 
r econnaissance wing . 2 TAF, \dth the u.s. Ninth Air 
Force and Air Defence of Great Britain (formerly Fi ghter 
Comm.and), were grouped under H.Q,. Allied Expeditionary 
Air Force (A.E.A. F.). The .American and British strategic 
bombers based in England remained at the disposal of the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff. (Hilary St G. Saunders, Ro..Y_a_l 
Air Force .1939-1.9.45: Vol I;E;E: The Fight is Won (London, · 
H.M.s*o., I954), pp. 85, 89) . 

6. Both of t he composite g roups were 
organized to provide s upport in the f orm of r econnaissance 
sorties or attacks on ground targets .-l~ To that end, 
each group was provided ·vvi t h one- reconnaissance wing 
and a number of fighter, fighter-bomber and fighter
rocket projectile wings. The staff of H. Q,. ·· 83 Composite 
Gp and as many of the aircraft as could be spared from 
operational tasks had b·een training in co-operation with 
ground forces since mid-1943. 84 Composite Gp, on the 
other hand was still organizing in February 1944. At · · 
that time, it contained -- or was planned to contain -
No. 35 Reconnaissance Wing and Nos. 18, 19, 20 and 23 
Fighter Wings. The squadrons of the fighter wings were 
Polish, Norwegi,an, Czech, Belgian and French. ( \H.s.) 

215Cl.093(D2): 11Air Sp First Cdn Ar.myn .. Address by 
A/V/tvI. Dickson, 7 Jun L~.3; (H. s .) 219c1·.009(D 126); 
norg and Adm, Composite Gp RAF 11

, ff 72-76) 

7. Turning now to the doctrine which governed 
the comm.and and control of air support, we must note at 
the outset that both command and control of British 
tactical air forces remained with the air force. The 
idea was to associate composite groups with armies and 
tactical air forces with army groups. This association 
produced parallel but independent chains of co.mm.and. · 
Only at the level of the Supreme Commander did these 
chains unite in one competent command. The ground 
commanders and staffs at army or army g roup level met as 
equals with their air 11opposite numbers 11 to plan 

*Provision of this s upport was a secondary role of 
the tactical air forces. Their main responsibility was the 
establishment· of a favourable air situation over the 
battlefield -- the winning , in other words, of local air 
supremacy or at least superiority. When this had been 
done, the other forms of support could be provided. 
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operat~ons in close association. The a greed plan was then 
translated into air force and army orders, and these · took 
separate courses down the parallel chains of command. 
When planning at army/composite group level· revealed a 
requirement for a· greater scale of support -- or for 
heavier support ~- than could be furnished by the 
associated group , requests for this additional support 
were sent back to army group/tactical air force on '\;)oth 
the army and air force channels. (( H. S.) 21501.091; 
11Air sp·N;.'J . Europe - Maj Gen Mann 11 , paras 3-19; 
Dickson, p.2) 

8. The headquarters of both of the composite 
groups and of the tactical air force were organized into 
main and rear sections, to facilitate operations with 
their associated main and rear army or army group 
headquarters . Like the army, the air headquarters were 
to be equipped with tents, and with caravans and other 
necessary vehicles to make them completely mobile. For 
purposes of this narrative, interest centres on the main 
headquarters of the composite group, designed to work 
with the main headquarters of the army with which the 
group was associated. (Dickson, p.2) 

9. Ne t.~1. is level, a pairins of commanders 
and staff .officers had been established. Tt e- army 
comm.ander , though he outranked the air commander, was 
paired with the Air O:~':.:..' J.:)o;; Conn~anding (A. 0. c. ) the 
composite group~ The Brigadier General Staff (B. G.s . )-::
worked with the Senior Air Staff Officer (S.ASO) and so 
on down the staff hierarchy. On the army side, air 
sections of progressively increasing size were provided 
in the staffs of the headquarters of armoured di vis ions-iH~ 
(but not of infantry divisions), corps and armies. These 
Air staff officers, with associated Intelligence staff , 
officers, were responsible for the army's share in the 
routine of planning and controlling. air support. Only 
at army headquarters level, however, was the air force 
represented. ( (H.S. )312 .009(D31); 110p Comr1itments I 
First Cdn Armyu -- Notes for Inte:rview with Army Comd 
by G. s .o~ 1 (Air)) 

lo.· Below Group Headquarters in the air 
force chain of comm.and was the Group Control Centre 
(G.c.c. ). This organization was responsible for detailed 
direction and. control of operations ordered by Group. 
Airfield and wing headquarters within the G·roup were 

-:rBy February 1944
1 

the appointment of B.G.C. had been 
replaced by that of Chief of Staff (C. of s.}J This 
officer, a brigadier, was 11 opposite number 17 to the SASO. · 
The appointment ·was held t hroughout the campaign in North
west Europe by Brigadier c.c. L:ann. Col G_.E . Beament 
was Col G.s. for the same period. 

~Hi-British· armoured di visions did not have an air 
staff officer .• 

. . 
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linked to G.c.c. by an elaborate ai'r f orce signal system, 
to enable t h e centre to exercise effective control. 
(Dicks on, p .3 anc~. Appx t1A11 ) 

11. .A:rmy representation in the G-.c.c.-winc-
ai1"field c ample::~ vvas achieved thr oue:;h air liaison officers. 
These were arny officers s pecially trained in air sup port 
and stationed at G- . c. C. and at vi ngs. They were :responsible 
for p:rovidinc t he· air f orce vvit h informaticn on current 
ground operations, briefin~ pilots for sorties, 
interrot;ating them on ·their' return anc.1 similar duties. 
An army signal system, provid ed by an air support siGnals 
unit (.ASSU), operated forward links between lower 
formations and tho air s t ::iffs at cor])S and arr11y , and 
rear links to G.c.c. and win~s. (Notes for Interview 
with .A:rmy COL1d by G. s. 0 . l · ( Air ) ; ( H. s. ) 215 Cl. 09 .3 . ( D2 ) ; 
nAir Sp, First Cdn Ar fly 11 -- Org and Eru.p 1 Cd.n ASSU, 
8 Mar 44) 

12. Such, "in brief, was the British command 
and control doctrine, and the organization designe d to 
give it effect. At the time of ·which we write -- the 
middle of February 1944 -- a good deal remained to be 
done before the situation ·· envisaged by the formal 
doctrine was a chieved . 84 Gp, paired since the end of 
January with First Cdn 1\:rmy , was still organizing . The 
army, on the other hand, ~ossessed all t he necessary 
staff sections and units . This army organization had 
to be 17married up 11 with the air orgu..n. izati on when the 
lat.ter had assumed sufficiently definite form. Planning 
and control procedures f or all levels had to be worked 
out and established as 71drills 11 ; mutual · and u nderstandi ne 
had to be achieved. All this, moreover , had to be done 
at a time when other concerns placed very heavy demands 
on the air and g round staffs, and when tho area of co:won 
interest and effort was ut a minimum. 

Pairing First Cdn .A:nny/.84 Co111posit c . . 9-P HAF 

13. As v1e have soon, tho a ir format ion 
allocated to support First . . ·Cdn A:rmy was 84 Composi.t e 
Gp . The allocation became of'foc t i v e some t imo during the 
last wee~ of·Januar~r · 1941+ ( ~'l.,D ., e- .s. Dranch , H.O,. First 
Cdn Army, 29, 30 Jan, 1 Feb 44). The reasons for the 
chang e from 83 Composite -Gp, ·. ihich had trainod with tho 
Canadians sine o mid-1911-3, are not c;i veri in the sources 
available. It could be noted, however, that the oric:; ipal 
plan \Vas to pai1~ 83 Gp with 3oc onc1 Array and 84 Gp i:·.1 i th 
First Cdn Army. Since I~ . cl . Second .A::'ny \·;as still 
organizing and 84 Gp had not yet been formed, 83 Gp 
had trained· with the Canadians (McNaughton files: 
P.A. 1-3-8 -- Minutes of Discussion, McNaught on-Curtis, 
26 May 43, para 3; P.A. 5-0-35 -- 1,~emo' of Ccnferonce at 
H. Q. First Cdn Army, 1 Jun 43, paras 1-4). This mi ::::;ht 
suggest that the assignment of 84 Gp to First Cdn ittniy 
was merely a return to t he original plan for employment 
of the Group. 

14. On 9 Mar 44, Tac E . Cc'., . Fi: · s t c .~·ri_ .A.rmy was 
set up to concentr ate on the final stnc;es of the· nonRLORD 1; 

planning Ul . :'J ~ , G (Orr:: ) , Tac H~ Q. . Firs t Cdn k·:n~,r , 
9 Mar 4L.,,). 84 Gp was s upposed to es tablish a sin ilar 
planning body in tho s a ne location, but had· not done so 
by the 25th of tho month (ibid: Appx 111 8 11 

-- Col G.S. to 
C. of S. , 25 i\~ar 44) • ~- -
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15. A survey of what happened du.r ing the f i rs t 
part of March i n respect to air f orce · participation in the 
planning is illuminating . On 4 Mar ch, 84 Gp had requested 
accommodation for 10 officers and 12 clerks, and had 
agreed to begin joint planning f ive days ·1ater. Col 
Beament telephoned the G~ . n,_, p on 10 Mar ch, to learn why 
their planning representatives had not arrived. Ee was 
informed that 84 Gp had received no planning directive, 
and had decided against joininG tho army's plannir..g 
headquarters. 21 Army Gp, when approached on the matter, 
agreed to take the q_uestion up vii th 2 TAF. On 13 March, 
21 .A:rmy Gp reported that 2 T.AF had aGreed to issue a 
pla11.ning directive to 84 Gp which would require the 
latter to plan jointly with Fi rst Cdn A.":my. Ten 
days later, Col Beament a 0ain queried 21 .Army Gp on the 
matter, since nothing had happened in the int erv~l. 
Next day, 21 Army Gp reported that 2 TAF had bee~1 under 
the . impression that joint planning was already in proc:;ress, 
and, on l earnins that such was not the case, had undertaken 
to direct 84 Gp to begin joint planning forthwith. On 
25 March, Col Beament learned that 84 Gp would not plan 
build up priorities jointly with First Cdn Army, since 
the Group's planning was being controlled by 2 TAF, but 
that it would move to Headley Court ort 1 April. Thus, 
after more t han three weeks of effort, First Cdn .A:rmy 
finally learned the arrangements which were to g overn 
what little joint p lanning it was to do with 84 Gp. 
Ci£~) 

16. On 27 March, a Group Captain Oliver and 
a Squadron Leader Deacon-Elliott arrived at Headley Court 
from 84 Gp (ibid, 27 Mar 44). However the very narrow 
field of common planning interest made t hese two offic ers' 
function more that of liaison officers than associate 
planners. This is clearly reflected in the minut es of 
a me eting called by Col. Beament. and G/C Oliver on 
30 March (ibid: Appx 1116 11 -- Minutes of Meeting at 
Headley Court, 0930 hrs 30 lfar 44). 

17. At this meeting it was confi1"'med that 
the army and the air f orce would plan their respe ctive 
moves to the continent separ ately . Advance parties from 
84 Gp and an anti-aircraft brigade, however, were to 
move with H ; ~ . First Cdn Army. Air reconnaissance was 
centralized, and it would be necessary to deal with 
21 Army Gp for air photo coveraGe-and joint training . 
The Army would be required to pre-stock 84 Gp ' s airfields , 
but the landine:; ground sched11.le was still under discussion 
0 on a high leveln. Also the oues tion of r esponsibility 
for calculating stores tonnages had yet to be settled. 
Joint planning , in other words, was to be limited both by 
the large amount of work which each head qt~arters had to 
do independently and the lac 1 : of firm decisions on matters 
of common interest. (ib id) 

18. \'~1lile this was g oing on, efforts were 
being made · in other dire ct ior.s to prepare for co-operation 
with 84 Gp. The Operational Standing Orders of :h'iain H. ~- · 
First Cdn Al,my were -issued on 1 Apr 44 Cl .D·.·, G (Ops) 
H . C~ . First Cdn Army, April 1944: Appx 11 2 " -- Op Standing 
Orders, Main H.Q. First Cdn Army ). These reflected 
considerable advances over a s et of provisional orders · 
issued on 7 Feb (W.D., G.s·.· Branch, H. c: .• First Cdn .A:rmy, 
February 194-4: Appx "14 11 -- Op Standing Orders 
(Provisional), Main H. Q. First Cdn .Army). In the April 
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orders, morning and evening joint conferences had 
replaced the conferences of the .A:rmy Commander and the 
Chief of Staff shown in the earlier version. In.the 
layout of the Main Battle Room, both sets of orders 
provided space for air force staff officers. On 5 I'-hay an 
Appendix vis n to the Standing Orders ·was issued {ibid, 
May 1944: Appx n6 11 -- AppY 11S 11 t o Main H. Q. Standing 
Orders). It defir'J.Gd the 1Jrocedure to be followed in the 
Joint Battle Room, and bore the note that this procedure 
had been mutually agreed on 1 May 44. Subseq_uent 
appendices clarified additional matters of co•.opE>rution 
with 84 G.._ • 

19. The day a:L't er the issue of this Appendix 
ns 11 , Exercise 11FLITn began. Its object was 11to practice 
the deployment and working in the fd of· H. Q. , First Cdn 
.AJ:my/84 Gi) R.A. :F . n (ibid: App:;:. n5on .:.- E..:.·. 11 FLIT 11 , Main 
H, Q. , Report). P:.."evioti.s l y , on 17 April, E~ ·. ercis e "JOINT 11 

had been conducted on a somewhat smaller scale to ntest 
the op of the Main Battle Room and t he Joint -operations 
Room" ( ~1 .D. , G (Ops ) · Ta c I-I . Q,. First Cdn Army, 17 Apr 44). 
Personnel from 84 Gi:i, whose main headquarters .l:iad located· 
its elf near H. c~ . First Cdn luY.W on 1 Apr (ibid, 1 Apr 44) k 

took part in 11JOINT 11 • 

20. Exercise 11FLITn lasted f or five days. 
Two portions of the report on the exercise are available 
Ci. D.' G.s. B:-e.nch , H. Cl . First ce.n Ko.'~ 'Y , rv;ay 19L!-4: 
Appx u50?1 , a53 11 ). T.hese indicate a g reater pre
occupation with details of the operation of the 
headquarters than with the planning and control of an 
air effort~ NO"~ G::-1 on the f irst Joint Evening 
Conference, however, s how that this planning was in 
fact done, though ~erhaps not so realistically as in 
actual operations l ibid: Appx vi14 ?i ). 

AIR PLANNING - 23 JUL TO 25 SEP 44 

21. :B'rom D Day until tho end of July , H, Q,. 
First Cdn Army had a rather tenuous connection vvith the 
air force. Delay in expanding the lodg ement on the 
continent made it i mpossible to move all of GL~ Gp's 
wings out of England as quick ly as had been planned. 
First Cdn Army was, in consequence, bereft of its)air 
partner until the middle of Au.Gust ( para .31 below • 
G/C Oliver was with the advance party of H. Q. First 
Cdn Ar.my f or a while, ·but returned to England early in 
July (W, D'•, Plans Sec, H. Q,. First Cdn Army; July 1944: 
Appx t1AH -- ~.tinutes of C, of s. Confer ence, 4 Jul 44). 
On 22 July Bri gad ier Mann announced that there would. be 
direct line · oommunicat.ion between First Cdn .A:rmy and 
83 Gp (ibid, 22 Jul 44), and at the end of the month a 
joint policy :for air supJ)ort was issued by the two for.rn.ations 
(H. s .) 21501, (D.317): 11 Di rect i ves to First Cdn Army;i -
top folios). This provided for what amounted to virtually 
independent operat i ons by the Group in the depth of the 
enemy- held territory. However the pattern of air · 
attacks was to be such as to assist First Cdn Army , either 
in a defensive role or in an advance along the Caen-Falais e 
or Caen-Vimont-Mezidon roads. (ibid) 

Operati9n n•.rOTALIZE 11 

22. The start o f the planning for Operation 
11TOTALJ..ZE 11 brought First Cdn Army's period of relative 
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seclusion from the air effort to an abrupt end. The 
air arrii was assigned an i mportant role in the operation; 
this fact, coupled with the short time g iven for the 
planning , resulted in a substantial pro portion of the 
work in the . headquarters being devoted to arranging 
air sup:port. 

23. The part of the plannint; whic h concerns 
the employment of heavy bombers has already been outlined 
(Hist Sec, A. H. Q., Report No. 65, Canadian P~rtici£ation 
ip. the OJ2erations in North-West Europe.!-- 1944", Pt III: 
Canadian Oper~tjons, 1~2 3 Augus~, paras 22 - JO). It 
might ·be well, however ·, to a. escri be some parts of this 
planning process in g reater detail, in view of the licht 
they shed on the system used to arrange this heavjr 
support; and the experience which was gained from t he 
operation. 

24. Althov.gh the main features of the air 
plan for Oyeration nTOTALIZE 11 , including the use of 
heavy bombers at night, originated with General Simonds 
and his staff (ibid, paras 22, 23), responsibility for 
working out the detailed request f or h eavy bomber 
support-::· fell on the staff of H. C~ .• lT'irst Cdn Army. This 
staff was sup:?lomen tea. by attachment of the B. G. S . 
( :-·1ans) from H . (.,. 21 Ju:my Gp (ibid , para 28). In 
addition, the army staff had the advice of . the S.ASO and 
G/C Ops of 8L} Gp during the initial stages o f making out 
the demand C:r.D., Flans ·sec, H . C'~ . First Cdn Army , 1 to 
4 Aue; 44}. On L!. August, this air advice l'ias extended to 
a very high level when a party o f senior air officers, led 
by Ail" Chief Marshal Slr- Trafford Loi ' "h-Mallory, 1rnnt 
over the whole · plan durine:; a conference · at H. C .• Fi1~st 
Cdn .A:nny (ibid ; August 1944- : Appx ;;yi -- Memo of i 'ts 
arising at a Conference held at E . G~ . First Cdn lu:L1y at 
1700 B hrs 4 Aug 194-4). 

25 • ·wext day a c roup of st3ff officers from 
First Cdn Ju:my , l ed by the Chief of Staff, went to England. 
Here the plan was discussed again at ~ . Q. A.~.A.F. 

(A.E. ( . Report No~ 65 , para 28). The S.llSO (S. B.) of 
Bomber Command attended th is meet inG, whic h 11as presided 
over by Lei3h-Mallory. .Although he Sl1-Cmested certain 
changes in i!uhe plan, th~ representativo~:· o f Bomber Command 

-:*"The staff work . involved in the pr ·?paration · of this 
detailed re quest -- and of those for n;:._rp..ACTABLE;1 , n·ilELLHIT 11 

and nu:NDERG0 ?1 -- is not described in the sources available. 
It may be presumed t hat it followed the · same general lines 
as that Ol~tlined in paras 50-57 and 120-133 belov1, in 
conne ction with nrKFATUATE 11 Alff) nv~RIT.AELE 11 • Lnck of 
experience quite probably resuJ~ed in this earl y work 
being done less smoothly and e ~~iciently than it was later. 

~H~The S.ASO (S . B.) was a nrepresentat :lve 11 of Bomber 
Comd in a limited sense, since he was no ·G authorized to 
accept commitments. This a:r·:rsn .;e.ment was maintained 
throughout t h e Et:ropGan ca.mpuic:n . Officers from Bomber 
Co.mm.and who attended plannir~c; conferences did so as 
advisers. Plans made by the conference had to be submitted 
to the higher air f orce COJ!JL~ r:nd for a ppr ovnl. The system, 
an inescapable consequenc e oi the policy cf maintaininG 
co.mm.and at the highest le vol, did not ) l ease the .A:cm.y. _ It 
would have preferred quick de cisions made on the spot by 
representatives empowered to accept bindine commitments. 
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agreed that the idea of night bombing VJas pr-acticable. 
Brigadier li1ann then l'.lassed the details of YJ hat he believed 
to be the agreed plan to H.C~ . li'irst Cdn k :my and, at the 
request of the SASO, remained in England to visit H.Q. 
Bomber Command the next day. Cd.D., Plans S 2c, H. Q.. First 
Cdn Army, August 194/.i.: .A11px 11 6a -- Visit by c. of s. to 
the U.K. in Connection with Op 11TOTALIZE 11 ) 

26. His experiences there are best given in 
his own words: 

At approx 1100 hrs we gathered in the 
C in C's office. The C in C stated that he 
was not prepared to bomb at night as planned 
and agreed upon by the meeting of the night 
before, and that there was no question of 
deviating from this policy. Ee gave, briefly, 
the reasons and explained that bombing in close 
proximity to the tps was done by OBOE and 
markers dropped by pathfinders with a check 
of the ::;iosn of the Fathfinder OBOE Marker by 
the "Master Bom.bern who flies down sufficiently 
low to identify the tarc;et on the ground, drops 
another marlcer and orders 'bombs away '. The 
C in C explained t h at th is could NOT be done 
at night. 

The situation thus became extremely 
unsatisfactory! I stated that since orders 
were now being arranged on the basis or the 
agreements reached and notified last night 
that if the C in C was not prepared to sp the 
arrangements made on his behalf by his S.ASO 
(SB ) that it uould be necessary for me to 
telephone this infm to my Jttmy Come[ at once 
and that I considered it appropriate that the 
C in C Bomber Comd should telephone the C in C 
21 Army Gp and infm him of his decisions since 
the tactical and strates ic situation in 
NORMA.l>JDY .:.~ad reached the pt where a delay in 
mounting this operati on TOTALIZE might have most 
regrettable conseq_uences as it seemed v1 e wer e on 
the threshold of a groat strategic op_portvnity . 

The C in C stated that he had no intention 
of phoning the C in c 21 Army Gp. Silence 
reigned for ap11rox a minute , and we th en got 
down to discussions as to what Bomber Comd could 
do, From this pt onward the matter proceeded 
in a very satisfactory way and with evident 
desire on the part o f the C in C Bomber Comd to 
assist with his resol1rces in the Operation. 

(Ibid, pa~as 12-14) 

27. ...l':iB a result of the discu ssion, it was 
decided to fire concent~at i ons of coloured marker shells 
on the front of 1 Corps, to determine whether they could 
be clearly identifie d. by the master bombers. The test 

·proved successful, and Air Chief l~!ars hal Harris then 
agreed to the night bombing. Mess ac es to First Cdn Army 
from Bomber Cc.mmand a nd A. E. A. ? . settled final details, 
and at 2300 hrs on 7 Au.gust the bombing . be c:; an (A.H. Q.. 
Report No. 65, paras, .30 , 5 5). 
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28. ·n1 th the receipt of these last mess ages, 
First Cdn Army's share in the planning of the heavy bombing 
ended. Much , however , remained to be done within the 
higher echelons of the air force command. One of the 
matters settled at this stage was tho day bombing, 
scheduled to begin at 1300 hrs on 8 Ausust . It appea.r Gd 
that the prevailing i ncid ence of morning fog might make it 
necessary for the Bomber Command aircraft to land away 
from their bases aft er the night bombing. Th is made it 
impossible to guarantee a sufficiently strong effort by 
Bomber Command aircraft on the following day, Tho day 
bombing was t herefore accepted by the u.s. VIIIth Air 
Force ( (H.S. )570.0l3(D 3): 11Informati on from Air 
Historical Branch, Air Ministry 11 ). A part of this 
.Ap erican bombing was not accurate; bombs fell among our 
own troops. This unfortunate occurence was the product 
of several 6ircu..mstances, includin,i; haze over the 
battlefield, luck of experience on the part of the air 
crews and the effect o f German anti-aircraft fire (ibid). 
None of the factors listed suggest any shortcomings"""'Ti'.l 
the planning process. 

29. In addition to this hGavy bomber support, 
H. C: .• First Cdn A::.my had a lso t o take )art in planning the 
effort required from within the resources of 83 and 84 
Gps . ~~ This was done in conference ·with air staff officers 
of 83 and 84 GrJs. Th e 1 ast meeting, held at 1100 hrs on 
7 Aug, concerned its elf l'li th the air ·support policy for 
the operation, targets for fighter bombers, use of the 
Visual Control Post (discussed further below) and t he 
neutralizing of enemy anti-aircraft batteries by our 
artillery ( 11A::':'-LEPIE 11 ). ((H. s .)215c1.096 (D 3): 17Air 
Sp First Cun Army 0:9 'TOTALIZE' :i -- .Agenda~H~ of Air Sp 
Co.ri.ference, o~-, 11TOTALIZE n, 7 A,__- ·~, 44. ) 

30. O;'J. 11 Jr~-:::::,ust, duri!JG the CC?urse of 
11TOTALIZE 01

, disagreement arose bet·ween the army and air 
staffs as to the acceptability of certain targets f or 

~~The division of air support into that to be found 
from within the resources of the associated group and that 
to be provided by other air formations was to prove 
characteristic of all subsequent air planning . Resources 
outside 84 Gp included, among others, the heavy bombers 
(at that time 11at the disposal of 17 the Supreme Commander) 
and t he bombers of 2 Gp (then based in England, but under 
direct command of 2 T.AF and under A.E.A. ~. as senior air 
headquarters). As v1 e h ave seen, this latter ·type of 
support was usually arranged by nselling 11 requests for it 
to successively higher levels. Use of the resources of 
the associated group (or, .more properly, of the p ortion 
of the associated group's resources allocated to the opera 
tion in qu estion) was planned jointly at army/ group level. 

·~H~No minutes o f tbi s conference are available. In 
fact no adequate record (with t he possible excep tion of 
t he 11VERITJIDL£G 11 papers) is availa ble of the p lanning of 
84 Groupvs effort prior to a lars e operation. The 
mnohinery used to arrange day-to-day support during an 
op·eration is , however, g iven in some detail at paras 
60-7 l~ and 99-116 below. 
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medium bombers. J.i. report on the incident made by 
Brigadier :r :ann to General Crorar reveals in outline tte 
procedure followe<.1 in arranginc day-to-day air support 
from outsid·e the resources of the associated group. 

In this particular case, first thinG this 
morning, and after preliminary convorsutions 
with the Col GS , I discussed [with 2 Cdn Corps] 
the possibilit~r o:L cm.ployinc med bombers 
(based in the UK) to further the 2 Cdn Cc :r:·1 3 
intentions for today and in the immediate 
future. 

Tho C of S 2 Cdn Corps, having consulted Yd tl~ 

his Comd, acrocd t .L1at it would definite.:Ly be 
an advanta::;o , and urGod that we e_ o so giving 
tho gen ar ea. Wo acrood that tho details 
would bo handled t h rouGh tho G Air .Staffs at 
both HQ. I then tele, and at onc e , the 
S.ASO 83 C-p RAF and reported tho plot to him 
giving him , moroovo:r, an outline of the 
whole of the now stratoci6 situation as 
it affects First Cd.n .A:l~my , and emphasizinc 
how desirable it was that vrn shov_ ld damaco 
tho onomy substantially , both in a material 
sense and in a morale sense whenever the 
opyortuni t y offered, and that tho Co:·::.s Comd , 
whose views you supported , considered t hat 
this form of attack would further his 
intentions. 

The S.fiSO 83 Gp RAF, by his conversation, 
appeared to approciatG this and agreed with 
the proposed plan for employing :-

( i) F/B's, particularly in tho ar~a 
nearest tho CAEN - FJJ..J~IS E rd, 

(ii) l..nd tho mod a ttac 1-: in the [Lais on R.] 
valley as Sl-1.GSGStcd whi ch seemed to 
bo a g ood idea. 

Tho G Air Staff proceeded YJi th the details , 
notifying them in the normal rrny to 83 Gp 
Ops. 

In :passing tho int on ti ons for to da~r and tho 
irM~ediat e I~1turo to DGB Ops 21 ltiYiy Gp , I 
infm him of tho foregoint; _roj oct , asl:ing 
h im, if t ho matter required decision as to 
possible prioriti es for tho amp of 2 Gp 
(mods), to romombor tho i mport ance of our 
bo in-'.::; able to d oal -vJi th this R LA.ISON posn 
as expeditiously as possible. 

In tho dours e of t l1 0 morning t ho Col GS c ame 
to mo , wi th consider able c oncern, to i r:fm 
me that t he nm tt er was still 11bc inG cons i dorod 
by 83 Gp 11 o.nd t hat 11 there was nothino; 
definite about the arra nger,1 cnt 11

• 

I t h en warned the C of S 2 Cdn Corps that 
this was t h o situation , £tdvising him that 
it wa s probable , as a rosuil.t of tho fore 
going , that th o attackw ov_ld not actually 
take place, if at all, until tho ond of the 
da y and that I would k eep him infm. 
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The Col GS tele me at about 1245 B hrs to say 
that he was prcparinc; a y~tten ro~romcnt in 
conne ction VJith this request •••• J,~ 

(W.D. 1 Flans Sec, H. Q. First 
Cdn _'\.rmy , August 1944: Appx 
(not m..u11borcd) -- C. of S. t o 
G. o .c. inc., 11 Aus 44) 

Jl. On 12 Ati_gust , in tho interval botwocn t he 
end of 11TOT.ALIZE 11 and tho rn.onnt ing of 11 TRACT1J3LE 11

, tho 
army/air 9airinc for First Cdn famy cnvisncod in tho 
11 0\!'"ERLORD 11 plan was at last achieved. .li..lthough all its 
wings wore still not in Franco , Main H. Q, . 84 Gp began 
to work as tho associated air headquarters with H.Q. First 
Cdn Army (Vl .D., G Air Branch, Main H. Q. First Cdn .A:rmy, 
12 Aug 1~4). Arri val of a full air staff resulted in 
overcrowding of tho J"oin-C Operations Room. To ovorcomo 
this, the RAF Operations Room was j oined physically to 
the Joint Operations Room {;J.D., Plans Sec~ H·. Q,. First 
Cdn A:rmy, Aut,"ust 191~4: Appx (not numboredJ -- c. of 
S • to G. o. c. in c., 18 Aug 44). It may bo of interest 
to note that First Cdn f'u:my ·was the only formation in 
21 t.:rmy Gp to a chieve tbis physi.c a l intogrtition with its 
uo.::ociatod air force hoo.dq_ut~rtcrs. Tho Ho c1 d('1unrtqrs 
or 21 Army Gp and Second L:rmy operated at a distance of 
some miles from their associated air headquarters. -
( (H.s. )215Cl.091: "Air Sp N.W. Europe - Maj -Gen M:ann 11

, 

para 8) 

Operation 11TIU .. C'l:'ll..BLE;; 

32. Tho air p lanning for 1'TRACTABLE 11 , 

particularly tho part of it c oncer nod with heavy bomber 
support, followed tho s amo gen oral system of hic;h -lcvol 
conferences as was used for 11 TOTALIZEn. Tho main features 
of tho major air plan for nTRb .. CTA.BIB 11 wore settled at 
a moetinc hold at H. C~ .• Firs t Cdn Army at noon on 1.3 Aueust . 
Bomber Command was ropr-o s ont od by Ail' Vic o-1.:iarshal 
Walmsley; Gan Crorar prosidod and Gan Simonds, G.o.c. 
2 Cdn Corps, a tt end'ed, as did A/V / M B:vown, A.O. C. 84 Gp. 
Air Chief Earshal Lcic;h- Mallory arrived s hortly after 
the c onference had ended and ·rovimvod tho plan ( ~ '! .D~, 

c+ .o.c. inc., First Cdn Army, 13 Aug 44). 

JJ. Although tho 11TOT.ii.LIZE 11 air plan and its 
execution { incluc~inc tho short · bombing ) has already boon 
recoi~dcd (A. H. Q. Report No . 65, paras 15 8, 1 63, 172 to 
171.,.), it is no c essary to · dwell in more detail on one 
feature of tho planning -- tho failure to notify Bomber 
Command of tho use of yellow smoke to identify friendly 
troops. -lHI- Durin::; tho air p+anning, A/V /M V.Talms lay had 

~~Air force reluctance to provide this support appears 
to have arisen more from doubts as to the tactical 
advantage to be gained f rom it than from considera tions 
of the air effort available, or the suitability of the 
targets for air attack (ibid). This aspect of the incident 
is discussed further at pa-ra- 64A below. . 

~:·-l!-This was, of course , only a comparatively minor 
contributins factor to the short bombing . The main reason 

·for the inaccuracy was gross o:rror in navigation. ("Report 
by c. in c. Bomber Comd ", pp 5-7) 
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nparticularly sought information on the subject of 
possibly confusing pyrotechnics and ~~d been assured 
that none would ·be used 11 ( (H. S . )2l5Cl.019(Dl~): file 
G.o. c. in c. 6-4-1 -- Report [by c. in c. Bomber Comd] 
on the Bombinc of our own TrE:lops during Operation 
0 T&'l.CTABLE 11 p8).Vi/hoever gave ·.Ialmsley this assurance 
neglected to mention the ]/ractice, notified in SfiAEF 
Operational Policy Ifomorandura No . 19 of 27 Wlar 44, 
of usinc yellow smoke or flares to identify friendly 
troops in f orward areas (ibid, folio 26, c. of s. 
to G. o~c. in c .. , 22 Aug l~r;r:- This system was well 
lmown · throuchout the army and the tactical air forces 
(ibid, Report by c. in C. Bomber Comd, p . 7) 

34. Tho failure to raise the point with 
Walmsley , particularly wh en pyrotechnics wore under 
discussion, is hard to tmG.erstand. A partial explanation 
could bo found in tho fact that it is quite impossible 
for a roprcsentativo of so highly specialized a for ce 
as Bomber Command to roach any understandinG, in a 
hurried planninG confor-encc, of tho standard operational 
procedures used by sround troops and tactical air forces. 
The normal Deans of avoiding incidents arisins from 
situations such as this is to oxchanc o liaison officers . 
This was not done during the planninc of 11TRACTABLE 11 nor 
does such an oxchane;e appear to have been considered 
necessary in the light of subseq1wnt oxporienco. However, 
a wireless sot 1:Va.s s ant from Bomber Command to 2 Cdn 
Corps during the operations a gainst Boulogno and Calais 
(para 41 below). This st er may have been taken as a 
result of 11TOT11LIZE 11 , thou.s h no such connection is 
established in the sources available. 

F . c . ?s., V. C.Ps. and Contact Cars 

35. 11TOTALIZE 11 was succeeded by the pursuit 
throue h France and Belg ium and by tho reduction of the 
garrisons of Boulogne nnd Calais. These operations did. 
not produce anything new in the planning of air support, 
but they did lead to innovations in the control of that 
support -- or at least to wider use of devices introduced 
earlier. These were the Forward · Control Post (F.C.P,), 
the Visua1 · control Post (v.c. 2 .), which was used during 
HTOTALIZE-n, and the Contact Car.-i<- (( H. S . )215Cl.079(D 14): 
nAir Sp 11 -- Me.lilo 11Fwd Air:'~ s to ,Air Sp", 1 Sep 44). 

J6,, All throe of these devices had as their 
object the provision o f qu ic1 air support (in the form 
of air attacl:s or information from reconnaissance missions) 
to ground troops 0 whon o;>orations arc such that suitable 

. air targets of a fleetin(£ natu.:r e are likely to present 
thems el vos 11 (ibid ) · 

37. Both . tho F.c. :c- . and the v.c.P. were 
equipped to direct aircraft on to ground targets. Tho 
essential difference between them lay in the scale of 
air effOl"'t Vvhich each could handle . Tho F.C. P . was able 
to join tho forward AS3U net or nets , intercept demands 
for impromptu support and accept such of them as fell 
within its tornIB of reference and the scale of air effort 
allotted to it. Besides being able to communicate with 
the aircraft of a c nb rank, the F,C.I\ could also send 

-:~These devices are dis cuss ed more fully at lJaras 99 
to 116 below,, 
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requests for additional aircraft back to the G.c.c. The 
v.c.P,, on the other hand, was not equipped with sufficiently 
powerful wireless sets to reach the higher ai:r headquarters• 
It was therefore normally limited to control of a cub 
rank which was airborne in its vicinity. This difference 
in capacity was reflected in the allocation of the posts, 
the F.C. P. being normally deployed ·with the headquarters 
of a ·leading division while the v.c.P. worked with the · 
headquarters of a leading armoured· brigade. Physically, 
the F.c. P. wa.s mounted in two half-tracked vehicles, 
while the v.c. P . operated in a tank. {ibid) - . 
.38. The Contact Car, on the other hand, 
existed to provide a e;round link between a reconnaissance 
unit and aircraft doing close reconnaissance for it. 
The idea was to fly shallow coverage across the unit's 
front, reportinc observations to the unit via the Contact 
Car. .Ar.med with this information, the c. o. could then 
plan his advance to avoid blown bridges and similar · 

·obstacles. Since two-way co.mmunication was provided, he 
could also ask the pilot for information about specific 
points on his front. (ibid) . 

Air Support in the Clearing of the Channel Ports 

.39.. The heavy bomber support which was provided 
for the reduction of the Ger.man garrisons in the ~orts of 
Le Havre, ·Boulogne and Calais has already been described 
(Hist Sec, C.M. H. Q., Report No. 184, Canadian Participation 
in the Operat~ons in North..;.West Euro e 1 44. "Part V: 
Clearing the · Channel Ports_, Sep 4L~ - Feb 45,. paras 
12-20, 56-61, 104-1111. A part of tho planning --
General Simonds' special plea for heavy bomber support 
has also been recorded (ibid, uara 56)• Sources now 
available do not throw mUC'Fl"fuxther light on the planning 
of t his support , except to clarif y somewhat the reasons 
for air force opposition to the use of heavy bombers. 
It was Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory's opinion that 
this effort would have been more effectively employed 
in attacking industrial and transportation targets in 
Germany, thereby preventing the enemy from re-establishing 
a ~ ont inuous front C1Inf o fr om. ·1ur Hist Br , Air Minis try) 

40. The air force, while convinced of the · value 
of heavy bombing immediately prior to ground attacks, had 
concluded that its effectiveness in "softening upn strong 
defences was limited. For this reason, air officers 
opposed the tIBe of heavy bombers during the preparatory 
stages of a large operation. They considered atta cks on 
strategic objectives to be a more economical employment 
of bombers at that time. The army, particularly First 
Cdn Ar.my, never accepted this point of view, and the 
f'undamental conflict of opinion which resulted was to 
lead to sharp debate over the use of heavy bombers against 
Vfalcheren (paras 58, 59 and 84-190 below). 

41,. The air operations against the channel 
port·s produced an innovation in the control of heavy 
bombing, when Bomber Comd located a wireless set at ·H. Gl., 
1 Corps for Operation ° .. '\STOI IA" (';r.D., G Air Branch, 
Main First Cdn Ar.my, 6 Sep 44). Full details of the 
communication system thus established are not given in 
sources at hand, but it would ap:p3ar that this set 
provided · communication by wireless telegraphy with H. ( . 
Bomber Comd. On completion of n.ASTONIAn, the set moved 
to 2 Cdn Corps for Operations 11VJELLHITn and ''UNDERGon 
(paras 42, 43 below). Liaison officers were not exchanBed, 
although representatives of Bomber Co.md .made liaison 
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visits to First Cdn Army. During one of these trips, 
the SASO of 8 Gp (Pathfinders) watched the· heavy bombing 
of the Boulogne defences on 17 September -- D Day for 
Operation nvmLLHITn. Subsequently, he discussed methods 
of markinc and control .with the c. of s. 2 Cdn Corps. 
During this discussion, ho mentioned that Bomber Comd 
might · employ a ground control set->~ for future operatiorui 
(ibid, 17 Sep 44). However nothinc; was done about this, 
and in the planninc:: for- t h e bombing of "Nalcheren , the 
direct link to H.Q.. Bomber Comc1 was taken away from the 
army and placed with 84 Gp (para 57 below). 

42. This chanGe - - t he reverse of .. t he closer 
communication f oreseen by the SASO of 8 Gp -- may possibly 
have been connected with an i nc i dent which occurred while 
the Bomber Comd wireless set was at 2 Cdn Corps. On 19 
September, during the final stages ·of the fighting for 
Boulogne, this f ormation made a request direct to Bomber 
Comd for heavy bombing support on a target area wes t. of 
Calais. This request, o f course, disregarded A.E.A. F.'s 
jealously-guarded right of complete control over t he 
allocation of offensive air support. It also infringed 
on H. Q. . First Cdn Army's prerogatives as senior head.:. 
quarters. .1\fter a go od deal of scurrying to and fro , it was 
ruled that 2 Cdn Corps would in f'Uture lodge all such 
requests with H.Q. First Cdn Army, t he latter headquarters 
to obtain air force concurrenc e before any message was sent 
on the direct link to Bomber Comd . Details of approved 
attacks could then be settled on the direct link without 
higher reference (':'l .D., G.S. Branch, Main H. Q.. · 2 Cdn· Corps { 
20 Sep 44; Messages to Bomber Comd in (H.S. )225c2.096(DlO) J. 

43. Prior to all this, 2 Cdn Corps had received 
a confirmation from Bomber Comd that the support was 
forthcoming (the attack was in fact delivered), and had 
accordingly re quested that a strike by medium bombers on 
the same target be diverted to the Fort de l a Creche area 
north of Boulogne. This requGst, coming as it did on the 
heels of the messages dealing wit h the improper use of 
the direct link, caused a good deal of conf usion in air 
force channels. While it woul d be · unwise to generalize 
too broadly from a single incident, i t would nevertheless 
appear that the whole affair indicated a certain r i gidity 
in the arrange.men ts governing npre-arrunged 11 air sup port** 
at this time. In view of this possibility , a report on 
the incident made by Colonel Borunent to Brigadier Mann 
is worth recording . 

->~A. set deployed with the formation being su pported 
and netted t o a set in the bomber stream,. The link thus 
established could be used for suc h purposes as passing 
information about the fall of the bombs (especially if they 
were short) to whoever in the bomber stream had control 
of the attack. 

->Hi-Attacks planned, usually during the evening 1 for 
delivery tho following day. Distinguished from 11 J.mpromptu 11 

support which was delivered as soon as possible after the 
request was received. Discussed furt her in paras 69 to 
71 below. 
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[On learninG of 2 Cdn Corps' direct 
collliimnicat ion vii th Bomber- Co.md] ••• I 
i mmediately discussed the matter with G/C 
Ops G4 Gp RAF , and infm. Jrou . I was prosont 
in your caravan when you discussed the 
.matter with C of S 2 Cc1n Corps, to whom you 
pointed out the i.mproprioty·of the procedure 
adopted. On your authority , I reported the 
matter to EGS Ops 21 .Army Gp at 1155 hrs, and 
he undertook to endeavour to clear the 
.mnttor with 2 1:?.AF. MeamvhilG, G/C Ops 84 Gp· 
RAF had reported the matter to G/C Ops 2 TAF, 
and at my instance submitted a request to 
2 TAF in identical terms to the ro~uost of 
2 Cdn Corps to Do.mbcr Comd • 

.... t 1310 hrs G/C Ops 84 Gp PJUJ' infm .me that 2 
TAF reported that J,EJJ. had docidod to· 
cancel-this hy bomber tJffort ~ On tho con
clusion of lunch at 1350 hrs , I re ported 
this to you and succ;ested t hat eithor you 
or I should in:im C of S 2 Cdn COI'!JS . You 
decided to do so you:rs olf . -· 

At 1415 hrs I VJaS infm by GSO 1 Air t h at G/C 
Ops 84 G-p PJJJ? l1ad told h i m that .llli.AJ!' had boon 
unable to co.m.municato wit h Bomber Come to 
effect tho cancellation. I reported this to 
y ou at once, and in your · caravan callecl G/C 
Ops 84 Gp RAF personally, to make a fina l 
chock as to how .mat ters stood. Ho requested 
that we arrange for 2 Cdn Corps to send a .msg 
to Bomber Comd on their direct link, reql~estint; 

confirmation as to whether the attac l:: was on 
or had been c ancelled by .tlEAF. You passed 
this by tele to GSO 1 2 Cdn Corps in .my 
presence at 1430 hrs ••• , 

At approx 1615 hrs G/ C Ops 84 Gp RAF infm 
GSO 1 Air and .myself that 2 Gp RAF l~ bomber 
effort was g oing on the FORT DE LA CRECHE 
target in four waves a t 1730 , 1735, 1740 and 1745 
hrs, and details of target indication v..iere 
agreed and arranged. At approx 1830 hrs GSO 
1 Jur infm me that the 2 Gp RAF attack had NOT 
in fact taken place, On i nquiry , G/C Ops 84 Gp 
RAF confirmed this; and stated that 2 TAF 
reported that AEl.J!, in an endeavour to cancel 
tho hy bombing attack, had made a 0 mistako 0 

and cancelled the 2 G-p RJ.JF attack. I 
requested him ·to book 2 Gp HAF for 21 Sep for 
BOULOGN:::Z area, details to be confirmed l ater. 
I then renorted tho :failure of' this attack 
to you at-1855 hrs as soon as you werG free. 
In con~1oction with tho above, it should be 
noted that AEAF only comds · 2 Gp RAF through 
tho intermediary fmn 2 T.AF, who state that they 
were NOT consult ed in the mat ter of cancellation 
of the 2 Gp RAF effort whi ch was done directly 
by !SE.AF with 2 Gp RAF •••• 

(( H.S. )215Cl.(D 251): . r?JUr spi-7 

Co 1 G • S • to C • o f S • , 2 0 Sep 44 ) 

44. While the h igher-level discussion of First 
Cdn iu-myts air ~upport i n the · clearing of the channel ports 
is reasonably well documented, scant information is 
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available about developments on a lawer plane . Activity 
on this level includes the planning ,_ prior to a large 
operation, of support· fr ·om within the resol.i_rces of 84 Gp , 
the processing of day-to-day requests for 11 pre-arrungodn 
or "·impromptu 0 air support, tho work o f the air liaison 
officers and of the air suppor-t signals unit. Thero can 
be little doubt that Aucust and September saw a progressive 
increase in tho efficiency of those operations, · but no 
great changes vrnre made -- or at least recorded.-lr 

45. nv!ELLHIT 11 revealed what could be interpreted 
as a weakness in target intellic ence; of 31 air targets 
attacked,. 18 proved to be empty or dlmIDJ.y positions 
((H.S.215A21.0l3(D4): 11 21 .Army Gp Op Reports'1 

-- Report 
No . 16, para 2 of Soc II of tho Sli_mrn.ary of Lessons). 
This misdirection of the air effort could have resulted 
from some weakness in the system used for selecting air 
targets, but no details are availab le.** 

46. By the end of tho first weel\: of October 
1944 troops under .command of First Cdn .A:rmy had completed 
the encirclement of the Falaise pocket , reduced tho 
garrisons of Le Havre, Bouloene and Calais, pursued the 
enemy throl.1-Ch France and Belgium and closed on the Gorman 
formations defending the Scheldt estuary.· Air had pl ayed 
an important part in all these operations, and si cnificant 
advances had been made 'in planning and cont rolling the use 
of this powerful arm. The technique of preparint; requests 
for heavy bomber support had been mastered1 and some 
progress had boon made in improving conwun1cations with 
Bomber Com~. On tho negative side, the beginning of a 
fundamental difference of opinion as to the best use of 
this formidable weapon · had begun to appear between the 
army and the air force . 

47. J~ far as support of the tactical air forco 
is concerned, 2 TAF, with A. E.A. F. superimpose6, Still 
remained a r ather remote and unpredictable factor. Close 
relations, howeger, had been established with 34 Gp . It 
is true that these relations were not alwaJS harmonious , 
but they had led to t he plannine and execution of an 
impressive volume of effective support. Improvements had 
also been made in t he speed a nd accuracy with wh ich this 
support could be delivered, both by the introduction of 
special control devices and by increased efficiency in 
the staff and technica l duties involved. 

AIR SUPPORT ON THE SCrIBLDT, OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 1944 

48 . Work on a ir sup port at H. Q.. Fi r st Cdn flJ:my 
during t he last t hree months of 1944 and tho f irst month of 
1945 may be divid ed into tvvo J;>hases. llirin.; t !.'l o first, 

~~The P...ir vehicle at H. Q. Fi rst Cdn .Arniy was burned · 
up oarly on the morninc df 19 Sep 4l~ C:r.D., G Air Branch, 
Main H. Q. First Cdn lb:my , 19 Sep 44) • • U.l o, erational f iles 
were destroyed. This mischanc e · may ex-)lain tho dearth 
of written records concerning these aspects of air support. 

-lHrThe procedure followed in selecting individual 
targets is dealt with in some detail at paras 95 to 98 
below. 
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activity centred on the ?rovision of air support for 
clearing the Scheldt estuary and expelling the Gernans from 
the territory belovJ the Llain stream of the Maas . This 
had all be en accomplished by the end of tho first fortni .::;ht 
in November, and tho army had settled. down to static 
operations Q.estinod to last for almost exactly three months. 
Du.ring this static period, char:. "GS which had s radually been 
made in the machinery f or yl nnning and controlling air 
SUDport were formalized as establishment amendments or 
published as statements of doctrine. The period v1as, in 
effect, one of consolidation or t he exporionco gained 
during tho hectic three rnonth s which began VJ ith the planning 
for 11TOTALI ZE 11 eariy in Aucv..st . The value of the work done 
at this time vrns to show in January , during the prepal"ation 
of air sup)ort for nvERT::.::: T..:illLTI 11 • . . 

49. At the outs et, it is important to realize 
that -operations along tho Scheldt and u p to the Maas 
were, from the 11air'1 point of view, a sinclo cont inuous 
effort. .lur s upport, i n other words, went on without 
inte:r·mission and to tho t:; reatost possible extant, subj act 
only to interru}!t i ons c <rn.sed by bad :flying weather. The 
vwrk of plannin~ this su::rpor t v:ent on at the same pace . 
Tho succ ession of g round o perations - --· ns NITCIIBACKY, 
?1VIT.ALIT·z;i, i

1INF.l.1.YLJ.t .. TE:1 a nd so forth -- were reflected 
only as chang es i n a ir prioritios, in tho forward formations 
orig inatinc.:; dcmane.s for aiI· support, and in thG areas · 
to be searched for t argots. A complex pattern of n idoly
varied activities, spr6ad over a very larce area, was 
involved. Fortun~toly , most of tho significan t aspects 
of this effort (except the reasons for some decisions 
taken at a very hi G;h levGl ), vvero reflected sooner or 
later in the Joint Battle Room and the Army Ops Room 
at H. Q. First Cdn An1Y • These two command centres 
therefore provide an excellent point of view from which 
to survey th~ busy scene of oir support during October 
and the first part of Novefilber 194L:- . 

Pr~liminary Air Operations, Operat i on 11INFATULTE 11 

50. One of the most important and exacting 
duties performed in these rooms during October was the 
detailed planning of the air attacJ:..s to be made on 
Walcheren prior to the D Doy for Operation 77 I NFATUATEn ; 
Before describin3 the c ourse of this detailed planning, 
it might be well to review briefly the formulation of 
the outline air plan on which the work was ba.sed. 

51. During the l atter half of September, a 
series of conferences were held at H. Q. First Cdn Army 
with the object of working out a plan for the capture of 
:·1a1chcren. These conferences, and the flooding of the 
island which resulted from them, have already -been recorded 
in detail (Hist Sec, C.1,1. H. Q,., Report No·. 188, Canadian 
Participation in t he O_Q~rations in North-~st Eur2pe4 
1944. I'c;:.rt VI: Canadian Operations 2 1 Oct - d ·Nov: The 
Clearing of the Sch::..eldt_-Estuary, paras 45 to 90, 26G). 
For purposes of this narrative, it is sufficient to 
su..mm.arize t h em briefly from the point o f view of the 
planning techniques em,loyed. 

52. The air effort required on Walcheron \vas 
from the first a major item on the agenda of the fleetings . 
k3 the possibility of an i mmediate combined operation 
against the island diminished , consideration of preparatory 
air bombardment came to dominate the conferencos. The 
commanders responsible f or the operation, with the advice 
of the usual representation of supporting a rms and services, 
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stated their re quirements for air action and arranged them 
in an order of priority (ibid). The resulting list 
constituted the outline air plan .• :l~ .As far as the planning 
process is concerned, exactly t he same sort of thing had 
been done in making up t he outline plan for the previous 
large operations -- "TOTALIZEi', nTRACTABLE 11 and so forth . 

53. The next stac e in the planning~<-:~ took · 
place in the Joint Battle Room at H •. Q •. First Cdn Army 1 
the headquarters responsible for co-ordinating the planning 
of the air effort.. Here, a group functioning unofficially 
as the ntarget section" went over the re quirements and 
selected tho individual targets involved. One of the 
requirements, for example, was for attacks on "batteries 
affectinG .m.inesweeping and/or deployment of naval · 
bombardment ships 11 (Pre-planned Air Sp, Op "INFATUATEu, 
2 Oct 44, para l(a)). The "target section" selected · 
four g un positions which :fell within this class (ibid, 
Appx 0 An, p .. 2). Vie s h all h ave occasion to refer to this 
sort of work in greater detail later (para 95 to 98 below),. 
At this stage, it is sufficient to note t h at choice was 
based on all available intelligence about the Germ.an 
defences on Wa!cheren, the principal source of information 
bei1ic the reports of No. 1 .A:rmy PhotoGraphic Interpretation 
Section (usually called 1 Cdn !J?IS). 

54. V\1hen tho targ ets had been selected, they 
were passed to t he a ir force staff officers, who divided 
them into two classes -- those which could not be 
profitably engaged by 84 Gp and those which could be 
taken on by the Group's aircra f t;· t h e .main criterion was 
the strength of t he position in question. Two tables, 
lmovm as ntarget schedule$ 11

1 were then prepared. These 
listed the individual targets chosen for attack under 
each requirement. Tho first table concerned tarGets out
side the resources of 84 Gp; the second listed those 
which fell' within the Group's resources (Pre-planned Air 
Sp, Op "INFATUATE" 1 2 Oct 44, Appx n N 1 o.nd "B"). 

J.~A statement of this plan is at pura 56 below. 

~F~The account of the detailed planning given in this 
and the succeeding four paragraphs is based on: 

(a) 

( b) 

( c) 

( H.S. ) 215 Cl. 093 (DJ): 11Air Sp, First Cdn 
Army (by Lt Col W.B.G. Reynolds, G.s.0.1 
(Air) H. Q, . First Cdn Ar:my)", para 13(a); 
Appx "E 11i para 4 (Herino.fter referred to 
as Reyno ds ) • 

( H.s. ) 215 Cl. 099 ( D28): 11Estnblishments 11 
--

Progressive Summary on Provision of Air 
Target Intellig ence and Plans. 

W.D., G Plans, H. Q. First Cdn A:rmy 1 
October 1944, Appx 0 M 11 to npptt -- Pre• 
:r;>lanned Air Sp, Op 1?INFATUATE 11

, 2 Oct 41~ 

lat folio 90). 
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55.. The tarc;ets in the latter schedi.; le may be 
disregarded at this point. They were disposed of as 
' 1pre-arrangedn support according to a system nhich will 
be described later (para 69 and 70 below). The targets 
of the first schedule, however, had to be submitted to 
higher arL1y and air forpe headquarters for approval.. .;.'\.s 
we shall see (para 78 bel9w), this chain of command led in 
one case to . the Combined Chiefs of Staff and the British 
Wa:r Cabinet. 

56. The submission was made on 2 October, in 
the form. of a covering letter to which tho target schedules 
were attached. This letter, which was signed jointly by 
the c. of s., First Cdn l ...:rmy and the .S.ASO of 84 Gp, was 
sent out on a very wide distribution, including 21 .A:rmy 
Gp, SHAEF, 2 TAF and Bomber Com.d. The priorities of 
targets outside the resources of 8L1- ·Gp (in effect the 
outline air plan for hoovy DUi1port) ran as follows: 

Jargets OUTSIDE Resources of 84 Gp RAF 

Priori t_y ONE 

Priority T1.VO 

Priority THP.EE 

Priority FOUR 

Priority FIVE 

- Special operations to breach 
dykes for purpose of flooding 
WALCff.8REN • 

- Batteries affecting m.inesweeping 
·and/or deployment of naval bom
bardment ships. 

- fill bat ·Series limiting operations 
of 8L1- Gp RAF. 

- Batteries capable of firinG onto 
SOUTH bank o f WEST SCHELDE. 

- Remaining batteries. 

(Pre-planned ltl.r Sp, Op ~INFATU.ATEt
1
, 

2 Oct 44 1 para 1 (a)) 

57 _. Attack on the top priority target -- the dykes 
had already been approved (ibid; para 5 ).. Requests for 
attacks on the other targets listed were to be · made nto · 
meet developing operational re qni r ement u (ibid, para 6). 
Early in the planning , H. Q .• First Cdn Army had tried to 
get a direct wireless link to Bomber Comr~nnd but this was 
not allowed. Instead 84 Gp was authorized to keep a set 
netted to H.Q,. Bomber Command ( 11I n fo from Air Hist Br, 
Air Ministry 11 ). This channel of communication was to 
be used only for messages concerning details of approved 
attacks (Pre-planned Air Sp, Op 'INFATUATE', 2 Oct 44; 
para 7). · Approval wo.s to bo sought through the 11normal 11 

channels -- back to SH.AEF vin 21 Army .Gp/2 Tli.F (ibid, 
para 6). This arrangement, of course, made it possible 
for the senior air he a dquarters along t he line to maintain 
the closest possible control over the use of heavy 
bombers on ~Jalcheren. 

58. It has been noted tha t the use of heavy bombers 
to breach the Walcheren dykes had already been approved 
when the target schedule was · issued. Requests for attacks 
on other targ et s on t he list, ·when such attacks could 
best be rrade by heavy bombers,~~ m.et active opposition 

~i-rt is to be noted t hat decision as to type and s calo 
of attack rested wit~ t h e air f orce. 
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from the upper levels of the air force command ("Info f'rom 
.Air Fist Br, Air Ivlinistry")·. This opposition had begun 
to make itself felt in September, both in respect to the 
heavy bomber attacks on Boulogne and Calais (paras .39, 40 
above) and also to attacks on Vlalcheren which were made, 
during the month, at General .Montgomery's request.· On 
27 September, in a letter to the Su::_:>rem.e Commander, Leigh
Mallory stated his reasons for opposine the use of heavy 
bombers against Vlalcheren. Experience in Normandy had 
proved, he contended, that henvy bomber attacks were only 
valuable if they were followed rapidly by ground assaults. 
He therefore believed that it would be better for the 
heavy bombers to g o after targets in Germany, and make 
sustained attacks on the -.. ·. alcheren defences during the 
48 hours before the actual assault (ibid). 

59. General Eisenhower did not accept this 
advice; at the SHAEF llir :Meetings of 3 and 6 October 
the Deputy Supreme Cornm.ond er ruled that the -~valcheren 

targets were to have first call on the heavy · bombor 
effort (ibid). On 11, 12,. 21 and 2.3 October, four daylight 
raids were made against the guns at Flushing and Breskens 
besides one additional attack on the vrestkapelle dykes 
( (H.s. )215Cl.09.3(D2): ".Air Sp First Cdn Army" -- Bomber 
Comd Dayli e:;ht Attacks on Walcheren) ~ These attacks were 
opposed by many senior air officers, on the ground that, 
since they did not think the bombers could knock the guns 
out 1 attacks on targets in Germany would pay better 
dividends. The army, however, even to the levels of 
Generals Eisenhower and .Marshal, wanted as much direct 
bomber support as possible, owing to the general exhaustion 
of the troops and the fact that conmrltments in the Rhur 
area made it impossible to assign sufficiently heavy 
artillery support to thG Scheldt operations. By 24· 
October, the airmen appear to have won the argument, f or 
on that dato 'the Deputy Supreme Commander forbade further 
attacks by heavy bombers against tho VV'alcheren dykes. 
("Info from Air Hist Br, Air Ministry11 ) 

Routine Air Support During the Cleurinr; of thG Scheldt 
Estuary 

60. DLlring · october, while it was workincs on 
the Walcheren targets, the Air section of H. Q,. First Cdn 
.A:rmy was at the same time arranging air support for the 
troops · fighting to clear the south bank of the Scheldt 
and the western approaches to South Beveland. The support 
was largely provided from within the resources of 84 G~, 
and its planning and control illustrate the 'system which 
wns used to meet the' c1oy-to-day requirements of tho forward 
troops for both 11 pre-ur:ranged 11 und "impromptu 11 support. 
Also illustrated ia the friction which complicated the 
relations of the army and air force staffs~ at the senior 
levels, in arranging this support. 

61. The central feature of tho planning system 
was the Joint Evening Conference, at thnt time held in 
the Joint Battle Room at 17.30 hours each day. The purpose 
of this meeting was to plan the air effort for the 
following day. ....i.t the start, the c. of S. o.nd ·the SiiSO 
outlined the current ground and air operations, stating 
the intentions for the immediate future at the same time • 
.A:rm:y and air force intelligence was then discussed in 
detail. Armed with this information, the conference 
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proceeded to consider army and air force requirements in 
terms of the air effort available, and to arrange t hem 
in order of priority. These decisions WGre then sent by 
Matn H, Q. 84 Gp to SL~ G.c.c. in the form o f a directive. 
Requirements for support from outside the res ources of 84 
Gp were also discussed and , YJhen approved by tho meeting , 
submitted to 21 J:,xm:y Gp and 2 TJJi' alon3 the parallel 
channels of communication . (B.£.Y.!!olds, paras 11, 12; 
(H.s. }215Cl.099(D2}: 110perations11 -- .l\senda for ·staff 
Conference, First Cdn Army/SL~ Gp RAF H:l OO A hrs, 25 Oct 44; 
Minu tes _ of .Staff Conference, First Cdn Army/84 Gp RAF, 
1830 A hrs, 25 Oct 44 (marked folios 1 and 2 respectively )) 

62. Unfortunately, there was a g eneral lack 
of harmony between the army and air force stuffs. As a 
result, neither these meet ings nor the routine operation 
of the joint headquarters went as smoothly as they could 
have. Toward the end of October, this friction increased 
to the point where it was necessary to hold a 11ahowdown" 
conferenc e , in an attempt to improve matters. Though 
subsequent events were to prove that t his attempt was 
largely abortive, it is nevertheless important, since 
the agenda and minutes of the meeting reveal some of the 
roots of the trouble. (ibid) 

I 

6.3. One of· t h e most i mportant factors affecting 
decisions made at the Joint Evening Conf erence was the 
air effort available. This was determine d by the daily 
directive issued by 2 TAD' to 84 Gp. The army staff 
officers were wholly dependent on the word of the air 
force as to the terms o f this directive_, since the y did 
not receive a copy. Even if they had, the situation would 
not have been appreciably improved, for t . he directive was 
frequently altered by verbal arrangEl!llc-nt, Thus t he text 
of the directive gave little guidance to its effective 
terms. In other cases, the directive was received after 
decisions had been tal-c en. At the conference, Col Beament 
cited an example of the inconvenience to the army which 
resulted from this· vagueness as to 2 TA.F's intentions. 
On the occasion to which he referred, t h o Joint Evening 
Conference had decided t hat the full resources of 84 Gp 
were to be available for direct sup9ort of First · cdn Army 's 
operations on the following day. This agreement, · however,. 
was subsequently nullified by the 2 T.AF directive, which 
assigned two wings to interd iction targets. ( 11.Agendan, 
para 8; ''!-llinut cs n paras 4 and 8 ) 

64. Added to the difficulty of the 2 TAF 
directive was the ~1roblem of frequent disagreements between 
t h e army and air force staffs as to the best employment 
of the available air support~ It is only possiole to 
speculate as to t h o source of' this disagreement, sine e 
no minutes of the Joint . Evening Conferences are conta ined 
in the material a t hand. lD:my sources attribute the 
friction variously to a cl ash of personalities at the 
higher levels, and to a nsmall brother minorit y complex" 
on the part of the air force arising from an imagined 
threat to t he f orce's autonomy. No statement on the 
attitude of the air ·force is available.. ( (H.s. )215c1.091: 
0 Air Sp N •. 'J . Europe - Maj Gen M:ann n,. paras 26 to 38, · 
(H.S.)215Cl.099(Dl4): 0 ;,_ir Sp 11 · -- Reynolds to Oxborrow,. 
14 Jun 45 (second folio down ), para .3) 
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64A. A statement about the army's 
attitude on the ques tion is contained in Brigadier Mari.n's 
memorandum to General Crorar, written durinc 111.rRACTABLE 11 

(para JO below) • 

On the proposition that the aircraft and 
the Air Force org , when working in sp of the 
.Army is, in the final analysis, simply an agont 
whereby destructive projectiles arc delivered 
into the enemy areas in accordance with the 
requirements of the Army , in order to replace 
or sup::;i lement the resol.ITC es of arty, it s eoms 
to ma to be h i chly desirable, and indeed 
essential, that the matter of deciding tho 
suitability or otherwise of the choice of 
targets and the timing of attack should be 
clearly recognized as beyond the discretion 
of the Air Force Comds or Staffs acting in sp, 
but that the Air Force Comds and Staffs should 
exercise their discretion based on their 
experience, trg and knowledge of the weapon 
in choosing the most appropriate weapon and 
quantities of that weapon, having regard to 
the availability aspects, etc, which will give 
effect, and t hat as soon as possible, to the 
Ar-my requirement in the op under consideration. 

It is analogous, in my opinion, to a 
hypothetical case where the CCRA of a Co~ps, 
having been told by his Comd , or by the C of S 
of a Corps, to deliver harassing fire or cones 
at certain places and certain times which are 
within t he capabilities of the arty:-

(a) Then queries and arsuos ·the necessity 
of the proposed att aclrn, and 

(b) Defers taking action whi lst awa.iting 
further argument i n connection with 
his own views ro 0ardinc (a) above, 
until the opportunity for the attack 
is either:-

( i .) Passed, or 

(ii) So closely limited by time 
factors that the weather and 
its vagaries will in all 
probability make it impossible 
to deliver the attack any way. 

In my opinion, ·the action of the ground 
forces is sabotaged, rat he r than supported, by 
the pres ont practice of the Tac Gp with whom we 
have been cooperating , sincerely and i n a 
friendly way, upon tho system evolved between 
themselves and Second Brit Army , who, in the 
first place during the earlier part of tho 
campaign , were mainly concerned with 
establishing a brhead rather than taking 
advantagy of the fleeting but golden 
opportun1 ties whic-h now seem to me to be 
becoming more frequent. 
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I consider that this matter is one which 
needs clarification and that the policy when 
decided upon, and which seems to be now lacking 
altogether, should be made clear and explicit 
to all concerned in order that we may be able 
to carry the war into the heart of the enemy 
in a harmonious and efficient manner . At the 
present time we can have harmony or efficiency, 
NOT both. Today, for example , in endeavouring 
to arrange for this one target, in itself a 
small part of our concern or interests, the Col 
GS anc1 myself have each devoted not less than 
two hrs ·a piece in most frustrating circum
stances, towards tho accomplishment of what , 
to me , seems to be a ver ~r simple matter if 
superior authority would define the terms of 
ref 1 and the procedure for applying the air 
weapon to its full capacity in furtheran ce 
of tho C in C's strategic plans. 

I feel it my duty to .place this matter 
before you in this detail, with this as a 
specific example, even though we are now 
about to resume our basic link with 84 Gp 
RAF ns n joint .A:rmy/Tac Gp HQ , because we 
shall be up against the same problem, if on 
a higher · plane _, namely 2 TAF, when we have 
occasion, as we sha.11 have , to reqti.ire sp 
beyond the resources of 84 Gp RAF . This 
circumstance is arising now in connection 
with your instrs of last night for the 
swing of 2 Cdn Corps pivoting on F.ALAISE . 

Finally, I would like to make it quite 
clear that there is no question of a lack of 
harmony or coop or sympathetic reception of 
our requests insofar as 83 Gp are concerned 
during our so far succcssf'ul ops together, 
but that the mutter is one which is in need 
of clarification, in my view, if we are to 
operate successfully. 

( ~ . D ., Plans Sec, H. Q. First 
Cdn Army, August· 1944: Appx 
(not nu .. mberec1 ) -- c. of s. to 
G. o.c . inc., 11 AUG 44.) 

64B. The nnnlocy drnvm in thin pnpor botwoon ·artiller y and ajr 
support s eoms hard to justify , in view of tho following 
i mportant differences : 

(a) Artillery support was not dependent on 
weat her ; air support was absolutely 
dependent on it. This fact made it 
impossible for commanders, in their 
planning, to count on nir support to the 
same extent as artillery support. 

(b) Aircraft in flight from base to target 
were quite different from artillery 
projectiles . in fli Ght from gun to target. 
Pilot error , to name but a few, or enemy 
anti - aircraft fire could effect air 
support to a much greater extent than 
artillery support. 
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(c) Air support was vastly more expensive 
than artillery support. There was, in 
consequence, a correspondingly greater 
need for economy in its use. 

(d) Air support outranged artillery support. 
In planning air support, therefore, it 
was necessary to search f6r the best 
targets in an area much wider than that 
normally dealt with by the staff of a 
headquarters such as H.Q.. First Cdn 
Army. 

( e) The primary task of the tactical air 
force was, and had to be, the winning 
of the·-a1r battle. i'iB a result, use 
of thin support on ground targets was 
always conditional on a favourable air 
situation. Artillery support, though · 
affected by count or-bombardment tasks, 
was not committed to this sort of work 
so absolutely as was air support. 

65.. Thou:S;h it is not conclusively documented, 
another source of disagreement.is at least suggested in the 
material at hand. On 7 Dec 44, the S.ASO of 84 Gp 
forwarded 3 Cdn Inf Div 's report on nsV!fITCHBACK11 to 
2 TAF. In the third paragraph of his covering 1 ett or 
he wrote: 

It has ••• been ma.do clear to the krmy that 
it is an uneconomical misuse of air forces 
to devote them solely to close support 
except in an emergency of this kind. 

( (H.A. )215Cl.099(Dl6): "Jdr 
Ap Reportsn -- Main H ~ Q, . 84 
Gp to Main H.,Q, •. 2 TAfl', 7 Dec 
44 (marked folio 10), para 3) 

66. The general view of the relative values 
of close and indirect support implied in this statement 
differs sharply from that reflected in the agenda prepared 
by the army for tho conference of 25 October ( aAgenda", 
para 5; 11Minutes 11

, para 4) and in remarks on indirect 
support by interdiction written on the conclusion of the 
campaign in Europe (Reynolds, para 19(b)). Both these 
latter sources suggest that the army placed a higher 
value on· close support than did the air force. .b.ny such 
tendency, it may be noted, would be powerfully reinforced 
by the representations of forward co.mm.anders, who are 
proverbially short of support. 

67. Hmvever tho. t may bo, it is a fact th.at 
there wore frequent disac:;reenrnnts. It also happened, on 
at least one occasion, that the differences were not 
actually resolved, though they appeared to be at the 
time. The result was that the directive issued to G.c.c. 
did not reflect what tho army staff had taken to be the 
agreed policy. The consequences of such .developments 
do not need to be elaborated. ( "ligenda n, para 7) 

68. Negotiations on the parallel channels of 
communication were plagued by the same lack of firm and 
complete agreement. This showed particularly in the 
requests for additional air support which wore sent up 
to 21 Army Gp and to 2 TAI'. According to the system, 
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these should have been made in identical terms. At the 
conference o± 25 October the c. of s. cited the 
11INFATUATE 11 submissions (para. 77 below and 56 above) as 
examples of how requests for additional support should 
be handled. It see.ms, however, that differences appeared 
on occasions in the submissions which were sent back to 
the higher army and air forr.aations, and a good deal of 
confusion inevitably ensued. The conference recognized 
the need for identical submissions being·made, preceded 
on occasions by telephone calls to 2 TAF, to test the 
senior air headquarters reaction to the ~reposed request. 
( n Agenda 11 , para 2; 11lvlinut es 11 , paras 3, 8) • However, as 
the 11 0ldenburg incident 0 of .mid-April 1945 was to show, 
this de.cision did not solve the problem (para 142 below) .• 

69. In spite of t l es e drawback, the Joint 
Evening Conference appears to have succeeded, in the main, 
in laying down an air policy for tho succeedin::s day. 
With this policy as guide, the army staff officers of the 
Air section collated all the requests for air support 
which had been received during the day, -ii- and submitted 
them for approval. The arrnncements in existence at 
this time for obtaining final approval of the targets are 
not described in the sources available. By the end of the 
campaign in Europe, the procedure was to pass tho demands 
back to G,c.c. (without further reference to the aiT force 
operations staff) for final acceptance by the W/C Plans, 
who was guided in his decisions by the daily directive .• 
(Reynolds, paras 13(b), ·14(b)) However it is certain 
that, up to "VERITABLE 11 , the individual demands for 
impromptu support were approved by the- air force operations 
staff at the joint headquarters before being passed to 
G.c.c. (para 70 below). It may safely be presru~ed that 
similar arrangements existed for handling the demands 
collated each evening. Copies of the next day's 
programme were also passed to air liaison officers at 
G.c.c. and Wings, together with whatever briefing 
material was required. 

70. The support which resulted from this process 
of assembling demands, getting them approved and passing 
them to G.c.c. for action was known as pre-arranged 
support. Modification of the system made it also capable 
of providing nimpromptun support, in the form of air 
attacks delivered within a few hours of their being 
requested. This was done by passing demands for such 
attacks back to G.c.c. immediately after they had been 
checked for accuracy, coLlpleteness and acceptability by 
the army, and had been accepted by the air.force staff · 
officers in the joint headquarters. (ibid, paras 13(b), · · 
15, 16;· (H.s.)215c1.099(Dl7): "Air Sp - Op 'VERITABLE"'1 

-

G.s.o. 3(Air) to G.s.o. l(Air)-, 11 Mar L~5, paras 2 to .5) 

71. Several hours were usually required for 
the delivery of impromptu ·support under this system. 
Speedier provision was achieved by decentralizing control 
of a part of the air effort to an F.C.P. (Reynolds, · 
paras 17, 18) This device has already been described, 
in connection with the use made of it during tho r eduction 
of the channel ports (para 35 to 38 above). At this 
point, it is only necessary to st.ate that strikes 
controlled by F.C. P. formed a large part of the air 

-i~Demands came from forwa:::·d formations and from the 
"target sections 11 and other s ·i ;aff sections at HaQo First 
Cdn · J-,;rmy • 
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operations along the Scheldt (para 73 below). The whole 
question of decentralized support came up for discussion 
betweE?n November and January; further details about the 
F.c.P. are included in the su.mm.ary of this discussion 
(paras 99 to 116 below). . 

72. Such, in broad outl ine, was the system 
used to plan and control air support along the Sch~ldt. 
In view of the importance of this support, the available 
sources contain surprisingly few · useful references to it. 
The record. at hi .sher formations is largely a laconic 
statistical table of sorties flown. Lower formations and 
units do not refer to it frequently or in any ·grent 
detail. Reports prepared after the operation, ho-Wever, 
do pay full tribute to the air arm's contribution.. 

73. Durinc ns-vn:TCHBACKH , 3 Cdn Inf Div was 
given a total of 1653 sorties from within the resources 
of 84 Gp, and 498 medium or heavy bomber sorties.. When 
it is noted that 10 of the operation's 27 days were 
completely unsuitable for flying , tho totals becamc .. even 
more impressive. Control of roughly one-third of G4 
Gp's sorties was decentralized to the F.C . P . as "impromptun 
support. The remainder was delivered under centralized 
control. If we assume that a port ion o f this latter 
support was nimpromptu" (the sorties are not divided 
into 11pre-arranged 11 and "i mpromptu u cat.ce;ories, but it 
is fair to assume that both are included), we reach 
some understanding of the extent to which the f orward 
troops were able to c all down air attacks on targets 
within a short time (on occasj.on within 10 or 15 minutes) 
of their being discovered. (( H.s. )215Clp 099(D 16): Air 
Sp Reports 11 Air Sp, Op t1ffWITCHJ3ACK 11 , 3 Cdn I n f Div, 
20 Nov 44) 

74. rt ·has been stressed tha.t the support of' 
any one operation, suet. as 11SVJITCHBACK 17 , has to be con
sidered as part of a s i :igl e cor.t i nuous effort on the 
part of the air plannern . The full effe ct of this 
statement is strikingl y .s hovm in t ho air operations for 
any one · day in Oct ob er. On the l 3·ch of the month, for 
example, air action ranged over a f r ont extending from 
Dmkirk to the approach e.1 to South Beveland , in response 
to demands for air suppOJ ·· ; f r om no l ess t han ten 
formations• J Cdn Inf rn.·· appears to have had top 
priority, 284 sorties bejrg f lO-;.\/Il in its support. 134 of 
these were attaclrn by fou ·-aircraft cab rank controlled 
by tho F.C~P. against g w1 areas, strong points, houses, 
dyke sectors and so fortL ~ 150 sorties were flown as 
pre-arranged support a ga :;. is t casemates, heavy batteries, 
concentrations of' infantry in Schoondij ke arid similar 
targets. 'I'wonty.;.four sorties. of pro-.a.rro.ngbd support 
were :f'lown against targets submitted by tho Czech brigade 
in the Dunkirk area. AL enemy artillery position located 
by 2 Cdn Inf Div on the £.pproaches to Sout h Beveland 
became the target of eiGht sorties of pre-arranged support. 
The target section ·at H ~ Q . First Cdn AJ.~my detected an 
enemy headquarters, whon .3 habitation (three buildings) 
was co.mpl-etely destroyed by p.re-ar anged support i !l the 
form of 16 f i e;h t er-bombc 1 r sort i ·es • On t he same day 84 
Gp flew 254 additional &orties -- 167 armed reconnaissance, 
two weather reconnaiss E r ce, 38 tactic a l reconn a issance , 
13 photographic reconnc: : .s snnce and 34 fi ght er opeI'ations . 
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(Vv.D., G Air Branch, r.1ain H . Q. ~ First Cdn Afmyi. 13 O·ct 11-4; 
also Appx 111n -- Summary of Air Sp Demands , l.50500 -
140500 Oct 44) . . 

Air Support, Op~~tion "INFATUATEn 

75. By the end of October the enemy f or ces 
along the Scheldt estuarv had been virtually destroyed 
by ground attacks combi ned with air operat ions such as 
those described above. A few Germans still .held out 
around the western end of the Leopold Canal, and the 
positions on Walcheren which remained a bove wator were 
manned; these latter represented the only real threat 
to free passage of our s hipping to Antwerp. 

76. The planning of the preliminary bonbardm.ent 
of .Valcheren has already been traced .( paras 5o · to 59 above). 
-.'lhile this bombing was still going on (attac ks , it will 
be recalled, were delivered between 11 and 23 October), 
H.Q,. First Cdn .A:rmy prepared a submission covering t h e 
attacks to be made, irilr11ediately prior to the D Day of 
Operation 11 INFATUATEn, by aircraft heavier than those of 
84 Gp. 

77. This submission, sent forward on 22 
October, took the same f orm as t he one prepared at · the 
beginning of the month. It consisted of a joi ntly-signed 
covering letter to wh ich a target schedule {limited in 
this case to targets outside the resources of 84 G-p) was 
attached . The sub.mission requested 11that these target s 
may be appropriately engaged on a rirog ramme of bo11bing 
to be completed by 312359A Oc t 44. Insofar as may bo 
practicable, it would be desi rable for this progrn.Ii:im.e 
to be · compressed into the period 290001A to 3123591... Oct 1:.l! 

0

' .-. '.; .. 

{n .D., G Plans H.Q,. First Cdn Army, October 194.~- : · App:;.;: :.21 1
?. - 

Pre-planned Air Targets, Op nrNFATUATE 11 , 22 Oct 44 
(at folios 124 to 131)) 

77A. The attachej t arget schedule was f ormed 
by amending the issue of 2 Oc ~obo r to take account of the 
progress of flooding , th o discovery of new targets and tho 
effects of part of the 0Jtober raids~ The results of the 
raid of 21 October were rot ava.:·. lable when the new 
schedule was prepared, ·ard were not reflected in it. Also 
the raid of 23 October, and addit ional requirements of the 
naval and military c omr.ic. nders , ma de further amendments 
necessary. These were no·cifiec1 by signal messages which 
added certain targets (inc luding the port of Flushing ) 
and deleted o·c.:1ers asswb.ed to be damag ed or flooded 
(ibid, Appx "'.-?0 11 , folios 1C3 to 186 ). ils amended, the new 
target schedule listed 26 ~ ~lcheren targets on which · 
attacks from cutside the resources of 84 Gp were requested. 
Though they we"j_"O not so c ··_ ass ified in the schedule, these 
targets could be groupod i nto a·wcstkapelle and a · 
Flushing series. On '2.7 October, in a letter to 2 TAfl', 
84 Gp stunmarized the argun:ents in favour of providing 
this support, pointin~ out the great strength of the 
·positions i nvclved , t he extreme vulnerability oft.he 
attack ing f orces, th~ impossibility of providing 

~~D Day w;s 1 Nov 44. 
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preliminary naval bombardment and the time required 
for t hG ground forces t o deploy artillery in t he 
Breskens area to engage the Ualcheren positions. · 
( (H.S. )692.0l6(Dl): 11 0p Orders 84 Gp RAF11 : Air Plan, 
Op 11 I NFATU11..TE 11 , 27 Oct 44 (paras 4 to 7)) 

78. There is no record available of the 
reaction in the higher levels of command to the request 
for atta cks on the ·:restkapelle positions . Presi.unably 
it did not meet serious op~os ition, f or the air f orco had 
from the first been convinced of the value of such 
attacks immediately pr ior to an assault ( paras 39, · hO, 
58 above) •. The proposal to bomb Fllrnhing , however, met 
strong resistance, bas ed mor e on humanitarian and 
political than ptl.rely military considerations. ("Info 
from Air Hist Br, Air Ministry 11 ) 

78A. The request was c ons idered by SHAEF (Air) 
on Sunday, 29 October ~ General Eisenhower attended the 
meeting~ as did i'.....ir Mars hal Coningham , the commander of 
2 TAF. During the discussion Air Chief Marshal Tedder, 
the Deputy Supreme Command er, asked Air Marshal Coningham 
why 2 T.AF could not deal with the Flushing targets, 
Coningha.m. replied tha.t the posit ions i n question w'ere too 
strong , and recomErnnded ni ght attacks by Mosquitoes of 
2 Gp. There was a general reluctan ce to duplicate t he 
havoc wroueht in Lo Havre by the heavy bombers, and the 
final decision was for Mosquitoes to attack t he town 
immediately prior to th e assault. (ibi~ ) 

78B. Air Chief Marshal Harris, tho c. i n c. 
Bomber Comd, shared this unwillingness to unleash the 
heavy bombers on Flushing , and phoned Air Chief Marshal 
Tedder to this effect on the s ame day. That evening ; 
Prime Minister Churchill forbade the bombing of Flushing , 
possibly on Harris's suggestion. Shortly -afterward, the 
British Chiefs of Staff raised t he whole question of the 
necessity of bombing the town with the Supreme Commander • 
.Af3 a result of further study, ·the bombing of Flushing 
was dropped from the air plan , and the War Cabinet ruled 
that the town would only be bombed on i nstructions from 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff. (ibid) 

78C. Meanwhile, the successful completion of 
Operation "VITALITY" was believed to have result ed in 
several thousand German troops being driven i nto Flushing 
from South Beveland. rtccordingly the Supreme Commander 
requested the Combined Ch5.e fs of St aff to approve fighter 
and medium (but not heavy) bomber at tacks on the town. · 
Prime Minister Churchill himself approved the submission, 
adding that every effort should be made to spare the 
Dutch civilians in the port. (ibid) 

79. The delivery of this heavy support began 
on 28 October and was continued for t hree successive days. 
Seven J;undred end for ·'~y aircraft were involved; 
approximately 4000 tens of bombs were dropped. The 
heaviest of tho attack.fl was made on the 29th when 11 
targets were a ttacked , an average of JO to 35 aircraf t 
being d etailed to each target~ Bad weather forced · 
cancellation of the att8cks proposed for 31 October. On 
tho night Jl Oct/l Nov, presumably in accordance with 
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Mr. Churchill's decision, 35 Mosquitoes of 2 Gp attacked 
Fl~shing. (ibid) 

80. While all this was going on, plans were 
being made for the use of 84 Gp's aircraft immediately 
prior to und during the assault • . 1....s has been the cnse 
throughout this study, the course of this plannin.:; is 
not well recorded in the material at hand. The final 
decisions, however, are shown in the .Air Plan sent out 
by 84 Gp on 27 October, and in the Operation Order 
issued by the Group on the fol1owing day. ( (H.s.692.016 
(D l)': uop Orders 84 Gp RAFn --·Air Plan, Op nINFJ\..TUATEn, 
27 Oct 44; also 84 Gp O.O. No. 2, Op 11INFATUATEn, 
28 Oct 44) 

81. In broad outline, the plan envisaged a 
greater concentration of 84 Gp's effort on the ·westkapelle 
than on ·the Flushing positions (ibid, JUr Plan, paras 
13, 14). The attack on Flushing---rrrfNFJ\..TUATE ru) was to 
be supported by a prolirninary bombardment from outside 
the resources of 84 Gp-:i- and by artillery in the Breskens 
area (ibid). The Westkapelle attack ("INFATUATE IIn) 
on the other hand, was to receive the following support: 

Pre-arra!IB_§d suppor~. 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 

H - 40 to H - · 20. Fighter/bombing with 
instantaneous-fused 500 lbs and 250 lb 
bornbs on oncny defences .between targets 
'J .15 and ·.l .154. Object, to kill 
personnel and keep down the heads of 
those that remain alive. 

H - 5 to H + 10. 11 Cab rankn of four 
squadrons of R.P. Typhoons on cull for 
Fighte.r Direction Ship for attack on 
preselected beach defences after L.C. G.(R) 
rockets have been fired and before 
assaulting troops get ashore. 

H + 10 onwards. Continuous fighter· cub 
rank on patrol. At first these air-
craft will attack any guns seen by 
pilots to be firing or any enemy seen 
by pilots. When A.q..S.U. tentacle opens 
up on shore and is in touch with F.C.P. 
the cab rank can be directed on to targets 
by F.C.P. control. 

FroLl first light onwards. Remainder of· 
84 Group fighter and fighter/bomber air
craft not engaged on other First Canadian 
Army fronts to be available for cover or 
support as required. 

H - 15 to H + 30. Arrangements have been 
made by H.q. 2nd T.A. F . for Bostons to 
luy smoke screens NORTH and SOUTH of the 
landing to screen the assaulting troops 
frolil observation by enemy positions. 
Smoke will also bo laid on D+l day under 
arrangements made by H. Q. 2nd T.A.F. 

(Ibid, Air Plan, para 14, 
uls o l\..ppx 11B0 ) 

-l*'This programme had not yet been cancelled, or at 
least word · of the cancellation had not yet reached lower 
for.mntions. 
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82, On tho day,-i<- bad weather nt the bases in 
Belgium delayed until after 1100 hours the arrival of 
Typhoons detailed to support the attack on Flushing. 
This was not such a. seriou~ .mntter, however, since initial 
resistance to the landing had not been strong, and artillery 
support from g uns deployed in the Breskens urea was 
available to the assulting force. Once they were in 
the battle, the Typhoons gave excellent support under 
direction of the F.C. P . at Breskens. ( 11Info from Air Hist 
B:r, Air Minis try 11) 

83. · The Vlestkapelle landings, ·on the other 
hand, were more dependent on uir support, and elaborate 
arrangements had been made for postponement at the last 
possible moment, if the weather should turn out to be 
completely unfavournble .• -iH~ In· the event, it proved 
impossible to deliver the pre-arrnnged fighter/bomber 
support but the cab rank Typhoons arrived on time and 
gave an excellent account of themselves. However the 
heavy bombing attacks, limited in scale and further 
curtailed by weather, had not destroyed the ~lGstkapell e 

batteries. The fighter-bomber attacks, which .might have 
neutralized these guns during the initial stages of the 
operation, had had to be cancelled because of the weather • 
.As a result the supporting naval craft suffered heavy · 
losses. Most of this dumage was done by two batteries, 
situated one on each side of the gap in the dyke. 
Fortunately, one of the batteries ran out of ammunition 
early in the operation. Otherwise the assult 'Would· 
have failed. ( 11I nfo from Air Hist Br, Air Ministry1;); 

(( H.s. }952.0l3(D29): Army Op Research Gp Report .No. 299: 
0 The Vlestkapello Assault on 1/alcheronn, paras 10 , 2G.7, 
29) 

84. .After the operation, Gon Simonds criticized 
the comparatively light scale of heavy bomber effort, 
implying that, had a greater tonnage of bombs been dropped, 
a greater proportion of the hostile guns would have been 
destroyed ( nrnfo from Air Hist Br, Air Ministry 1·1 ), While 
final adjudication of t h is issue is beyond the .scope of 
this report, one comment appears to be called for. 

85. The aim of the heavy bomber attacks, which 
were delivered during the mJddle part of October , and 
also during the last fo ur days prior to n· Day, was 
destruction. It does not appear, however, thut the 
planners appreciated the scale of heavy bomber effort 
required to achieve the destruction of individual strong 
points, Calculations based on the bomb density achieved 
during ·the attacks on the Wa lcheren batteries indicate 
that 1400 heavy bomber sorties would have been required 
to create a 95% probability of destroying one single 
four-gun battery in concrete casemates. fl. much larger 
ef'f'ort would have been called f'or by calculations based.
on the best data available t o the nrNFATUATEn planners 

-l~The account of the Flushing and Westkapolle landings 
is to be road in conij.un.ct ·ton with C.M.H.Q,. Re:_Jort No. 1G8, 
paras 257 to 305. 

-lHrPostponemont would , o f course, depend as much on 
naval eons idcrations e.3 ·on ava"LlabiJ i ty of air support. 
C.~. li .Q,, Report No. 1~8, paras 278 to 281, gives details. 
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the accuro.cy achieved against the nNEPTUNEn batteries 
in June. (Army Op Research Gp Report No. 299, para 29) 

86. In view of this fact, the survival of 
hostile guns on ~'lalcheren ( particular+y the guns of tho 
two batteries which proved most troublesome) would appear 
to be due less to the air force's unwillingness to throw 
the whole weight of tho strategic air effort ngainst 
them than t o u failure on the part of the planners to 
assign an absolute, overriding priority to one or perhaps 
two of the potentially most dangerous batteries. Had 
the request :for support outside the resources of 84 Gp 
been presented in this form and accepted by the air force, 
it is entirely possible that the most dangerous batteries 
would have been destroyed and the casualties measurably 
reduced. 

87 . It does not appear, however , that any 
plans were made to concentrate tho heavy bomber effort 
in such a way. The targot·schedule of 2 October listed 
26 targets (para 56 above). It is true that these were 
arranged in an order o :f priority, but neither in this 
document nor later, when the dykes had been breached·and 
the main outlines of the assault plan had been fixed, 
was the request lim.i ted to a very small number of targets 
such as the two batteries near the gap. These remarks 
apply also to the request of·22 October (para 77, 77A 
above). In its initial form, this latter request listed 
32 targets; as amended it contained 26 . These wore 
tabled in an order of importance, but there is no 
indication in the available sources that an exclusive 
priority WaS given to one or two Of them. 

88. It woul d seem that the machinery of joint 
planning failed in this instance. The airmen, keenly 
aware of the limited destructive power of the hea7y 
bombers, were not sufficiently aware of the importance 
to the navy and army of the destruction of n limited 
number of the targets. The navy and army , on tho other 
hand, though acutely conscious of the necessity of 
destroying the remaining ~·fulchoren batteries, do not 
appear to have been clear a s to how sharply they would 
have to limit their requests for cestruction. Failing 
a complete meeting of minds on this fundamental problem, 

. the heavy bombardment was scatt ered over too many targets, 
and became largely ineffective .• 

89; One other aspec-t; of the heavy bombing 
requires comment. While the s trategic air force had a 
limited capacity for destroying small isolated targets, it 
possessed to an important extent the capcity to neutralize 
them. This characteristic was early recognized by the 
air force (para 39, 40, 58 above). The army's request 
that the bombing be compr essed into the two days preceding 
the assault (para 77 above) may well have been inspired 
by a desire to neutralize the guns which were not destroyed . 
Both the army and air officers , in other words, seem to 
have appreciated the impcrtance of the .heavy bombers' 
capacit y to neutralize strong defences, but were prevented 
by weather from exploiting this characteristic of the 
bomber weapon as :fully as possible. 

90. In sum, it wot~ld appear from t his analysis 
that faulty planning and bad fortune combined to limit 
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the effectiveness of the heavy bombinc of Walchoren ... 
Responsibility for the planning failure would seem to 
belong more to the system as a whole than to the work 
of any single group. Planning "in close association 11 

militated, in the case of "INFATUATE 11 , against results 
which might have been achieved by a truly joint staff 
under a single command. 

ORGANJ. ZATION.AL CI-IJ11.':GE3 A]'FECTING AIR 
SUPPORT, NOVIDIIBER 1944 - JANUARY 1945 

91. .After clearing t he Scheldt estuary and 
fronting up on the Maas , First Cdn Army settle d down 
to static operations which continued from the latter 
part of NovGJJ.ber to the first part of February. Dlrin0 
these tbxee months air operations in direct support 
of ground troops were curtniled both by the weather 
and the reduced sc a le of activity at the front . 84 Gp 
continued to range over the depth of the enemy territory 
in indirect support missions, but had flying conditions 
and restrictions placed by SP...AEF (Air) on the bombing 
of Dutch centres limited ·this effort. · (VT .D. G. Air Branch , 
Main H.Cl . First Cdn A:cmy ; November 1944; -;1 . D. G Ops Air, 
Main H. Q. First Cdn Army , December 1944, January 1945; 
. (H.s. )215Cl. ( D 251): nAir Spn -- Main SH.AEF (Air) to 

Main 2 TAF, 23 Nov 44) 

92. Except for .the planning of air s upport 
for Opera ti on nVERITABLE 11 , which will be dos cribed 
later, these three months were spent in dig esting the 
experience g ained during the period whic h began with 

"TOTALIZE" early in August and ended with the successful 
completion of nrNF.ATUATE 0 in November. As far as it is 
revealed in available sources, this process involved an 
enlargement of the function of the air section at H.Q..; · 
First Cdn A:rmy -- reflected in a change of designation -
and in establishment changes designed to provide extra 
personnel for work , particularly in target intelligence 
and planning, which had be en done previously by 
improvisation. At the same time, tho establishment of 
1 Cdn .ASSJJ was amended to provide the vehicles and the 
axmy wireless sets and signals p ersonnel required by 
one F.C.P. and seven Contact Cars. The unit; in effect, 
became responsible for providing the communications 
necessary for the decentralized control of the army's 
air support • 

G Ops Air, H.~. First Cdn llrmy 

93. In Decen ber, Gen Montgomery issued an 
amended version of his pamphlet on air support. The 
introductory section dealt with fundamental principles. 
He stressed fi_rst the importance of using the air arm's 
flexibility Rnd range to best advantage by concentrating 
the whole weight of the available air effort 6n selected 
objectives in turn, To do this , he concluded, it was · 
necessary tc centralize control of avai l able air power, 
and exercise command through air force channels. The 
soldier, in his opinion, could not "expect or wish to 
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exercise direct command over air strikin~ forces. 11 

(21 Ju:my Gp, Some Notes on the Use o f .ldr'Power in'Support 
of Land 0 erat ions and Direct J:ir StlD\ c;rt , I-Iollc :.1 :~ , ~ ~_. J_i.lilber 
9 eprinted in Canada May 19 • , p . 5, paras ~ and J-Y--

9JA. Turning next to relations between the two 
services, he stated the two principles which g overned 
their successful co-operation. The first was 11the degree 
of knowledge possessed by eac h Service of the other's 
task, their capacity and their limit at ions •1 ; the second 
11The degree of mutual trus t and honesty of motive which 
is reached between the two Services 11 • In this connection, 
he made it clear that the common effort was 11a process of 
negotiation rather than authorit yn. (ibid, pp. 5 and 6, 
paras 4 and 5) 

93B. Of more i mmediate concern to this narrative 
is his treatment of the staff duties connect ed with air 
support. Dealing with the subject, he wrote: 

1'.S further experience is gained and 
adjustments in our traininG have had time 
to bear fruit, the requirement for any 
section of t he operational staff to concentrat e 
exclusively on air matters should di.r:tlnish, 
and at certain HQ levels disappear. It.is 
probable ·however that at certain points, 
particularly the HQ of an army, the volume of 
work directly connected with air support will 
always remain such as to necessitate a section 
of the operational staff devoting tJ.1emsel ~res 
to air matters. These staffs must not be 
treated in any way a s separate sections: an 
attitude which would tend to confine the 
res ponsibility for air matters, and be detri
mental in the long run. They should be 
regarded as an integral part of the General 
Staff {Operations ) and classified accordingly. 

(Ibid , para 15) 

94. In accordance with this doc t rine, the G 
Air Section at H.Q. First Cdn Ju-my was redesignated G 
Ops Air. At the s am.e time , it!3 function was enlarged 
along the following 1 ines: 

G Ops Air at thj_s HQ will be a specialized 
op sec of the GS responsible directly to the 
Col GS for all aspects of air sp other than 
tac R, ph R and con R, which will remain the 
responsibility of G Int. 1..ccordingly the 
responsibility for dEal ing with the policy and 
wider op aspects of air sp will be vested in 
G Ops Air in ac1di ti on to the prese_nt 
responsibilities of G Air for detailed 
implementation of a ir s p policy and decisio~s. 

( (H.S. :215c1. (D 248·): "Org·, 
Tac, :!:!:mp of Arms -- Airn -
Circt.i lar Letter "Reorg of G 
~ps and G Airn, I-I . Q ~ First 
Cc1n i .. :m.y , 29 Dec 44, para 3) 
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95. Toward the end o!f January, the establishment 
of G Ops Air was amended by the addition of one G.s.o. 2, 
one G,s,o. 3 and a Staff Learner. The first and last of 
these additions are not particularly noteworthy, but the 
creation of the position for an additional G.s.o. 3 is 
important. This officer was added to the establishment 
as the head of a small group which ·was to be employed 
exclusively on air target intelligence and plans.-i~ 

96. One aspect of.this work has already been 
described. We have seen how, in planning major operations, 
general reqµirements stated by commanders (the outline 
air plan) were translated into lists of specific targets 
for attack (the detailed air plan)~ The target section 
was able to do this because it had, as one of its most 
important duties, the collation of every sort of 
information which might reveal the existence of an air 
target in the enemy-held territory opposite the army's 
front. Thus informed, the target section was able to 
select the individual targets which fell within the terms 
of the general requirements given for the operation 
being planned. Tne section could also have functioned, 
via the GSO 1 Air, the Col G.s. or even the c. of s., 
as an unofficial adviser to the planning c onfererices. 
Available sources do not conf'irm thissupposition, but 
the detailed information held by the target section would 
certainly place it in a g ood position to suggest 
requirements .• 

97. Besides selecting targets during the 
preparation of d etailecl air plans~ when it worked within 
the terms of general reqµirements, the target section · 
also selected targets "on its own n. Enemy headquarters, 
for example, were located through intelligence sources 
and submitted to the air force ·as targets for attack. 
One such effort has already been recorded (para 74 above); 
to it could be added the destruction of H.Q. 15 German 
.A:rmy in Dordrecht. These. targets were referred to as 
"Cloak and Dagger" targets, and frequent mention is made 
of them in the air section's .diaries ·for November and 
December. (Saunders, .£12 cit, pp·201, 202; · Tv'l.D. G Air 
Branch, Main H.~. First ca.n-P.rmy, 24 Oct 44) 

98. The provision of briefing material was also 
a responsibility .of the target section. This included 
large-scale maps, mosaics and· defence overprints. For 
special air operations, large~scale stereoscopic pairs 
of photographs of the · targets, annotated with target 
detail, were provided, along with traces shewing hostile 
anti-aircraft fire, phases of the ground.plan and so 
forth. On occasions, darge-scale models, town plans and 
oblique photographs were also f\l.rnished. In all this 
work, and in the collection of' intelligence, the target 
section worked closely with 1 Cdn AfIS. Preparations 
on this elaborate scale were primarily aimed at convincing 
the air force of the merits of anny targets. They 

*Unless otherwise stated, this and the succeeding 
three paragraphs are based on: 

(a) Reynolc'!!3, Lpp:x. nEn. 

(b) (H.S.)215Cl,099(D 2C): nEsts 11 all folios. 
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also served, of course, to increase the accuracy of the 
attacks delivered. 

Establishment Changes, 1 Cdn 1\SSU 

99. With effect 10 Jan 45, the establishment 
of 1 Cdn .liSSU was amended to provide the vehicles and 
the army wireless sets and signals personnel req_uired 
by one F. C .P ~ and seven Contact Cars ( C.M~H.Q.. .:1..d.n1in 
Order No. 19, 16 Feb 45). This step was an impor tant 
development in the evolution of t h e machinery for 
providing impromptu air support under decentralized 
control. 

100. The importanc e of being able to provide 
impromptu support appears to have been recognized early 
(at least as early as June 1943) in the study of air 
support for operations in- Europe. ( (H.S. )215Cl.093(D 2): 
111.i..ir Sp First Cdn 1:..rmy 11 -- Address by A/V/M Dickson, 
7 Jun 43, p. 3) Experience in Africa :provided little 
assistance, since the greater part of the support provided 
by the Desert .Air Force in that t heatre had be en o f t he 
pre-arranged type (ibid). When it COIDlilence d operations 
in Italy, however, this air f orce began to provide 
improm~tu support, using Hrover 17 tent acles for the purpose. 
( ( H. S. } 21201.4009 l D 27): "Not es and Reports Middle East 
and Far East" -- Report "The Use of fl...i r Sp in the Eigth 
i-i.r.my'1 , paras 36 to 41) It is to be supposed that f,hes e 
developments; which were in full cou.r s e by the l a tter 
part of 191:.3, were noted in England and parallelled by 
experiments there. Available s ou r ces, however, contain 
little information on any such activity , perhaps because 
it WfJ.S confined to the tactical air force and the few 
army officers who specialized in air support. 

101. The circumstances surrounding t he f irst 
use of such devices in Europe are likewise obscu.rc. Ono 
historian tells th e story as follows: 

'In 83 Group', said Broadhurst,-~" 'we h ad 
made all preparations :Lor the breakout and had 
installed the system of ncontact cars n -- a 
deve lopment of the 0 cab rank" system ..... These 
cars were armoured and designed t o push forward 
with the most advanced elements of the advancing 
troops. The reason why I instituted them was 
because I realised t hat it would be impossible 
by means of any ordinary reporting system to 
keep in close, constant, and accura te touch · 
with troops advancing a t speed. I determined, 
therefore, that the contact car should advance 
with the leading armoured screen with orders 
to report the position o f our own army a t any 
moment and to contro 1 the tactic al reconna is
sance aircraft operating the battle aroa. This 
meant t hat air support could be called up 
immediately i f anythine; stood in the way of t h e 
army. More than that, t he army commander would 

~~A. o.c. 83 Gp. 
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be able to known exactly where his troops 
were as messages from the contact car could 
be passed via the aircraft above to H. Q. 9 

(Saunders, pp 135, 136) 

102. It would ap].'.X3ar that those means of control 
were initially more int.i.mately associated with the air 
force than with the army, for it was not until the first 
of September that an army instruction vvas issued dealing 
with them.-i~ This instruction has already been summarized 
(paras 35 to 38 above). 

lOJ. On 14 Auf!, 44, two weeks prior to the 
issue of this instruction, -410 Air Liaison Section, in 
conjunction with 84 G.c.c., had fitted out one tank as 
a v.c.P. On 2 September a successful ground-to~air test 
was carried out; two weel;:s later 1st 1..ir Control Section 
was established as a unit of the Canadian .Armoured Cor1)s. 
It was to operate under control of 410 Air Liaison Secti on 
and be attachec1 to 84 G.c.c. for'the purpose of acting 
as a v.c. P. ·with the latter unit. · ( W.D., 1 Cdn Air 
Control Sec, 16 Sep 44 -- 31 Oct 44) 

104. By 21 Octa ber, p resumab1y as a result 
of changes in wireless sets, the unit -- or a detachment 
had arrived at H. Q. 2 Cdn Inf Div. Its role was to 
function as an F.c.P. with the divisional headquarters 
during nvITALITY' 1 • On 24 October it was joined by an 
Air Controller, Capt Ottar Malm of t h e Royal Norwegian 
P..ir Force, and successfully controlled attacks on thre8 
targets. The F.C.P. had its biggest day on 27 October, 
when it directed 42 sorti es. Two days later the Air 
Controller was ordered back to the G,.c.c. (ibidL The 
F. C. P . followed him on 1 Nov om ber (ibid, 1 N'OV4'4). 

105. As we have seen, what must be presumed 
to be another F.C.P. whose orie;in is not shown in the 
material at hand, was at the same time rendering 
yeoman service in support of J Cdn Inf Div south of th e 
Scheldt (para 73 above). This F. c •. P . -- or a t hird -
then loca ted itself at Breskens to control part of the 
support for 11 Il\TFATUATEu (para 82 above). No useful 
description is available of the operation of a V. c.:i?. 
or a Contact Car between 91 TOT!J..IZEn and 0 INF ATUATEn, 
other than the reforenc e of Broadhurst given above,. 

106. Early in November a c onferenco was held 
at Main H.Q,. 21 krmy Gp. The purpos e was to discuss 
amending the establishment of the ai r support signals 
units to provide the com.nrunication facilities required 
by F.C,Ps. and Contact Cars, Subsequently, it was 
decided to fit one command tank per armoured brigade 
with the same types o f sets as were to be used in 
Contact Cars. Before recording these discussions in 
more detail, it is necessary to describe the function 
of the air support signals unit and of the F.C. P., V.C. P. 
and Contact Car more fully than has been done (paras 11, · 
35 to 38 above). ((H.s. )215c1.099(D 26): 111 CO.n 1.ssuu .:.
Conference on Est of JB SU, Iviain H.Q, .. 21 .L\rmy Gp, 9 Nov 44; 
also -21 li:rmy Gp circular letter 11Eqpt, Contact Cars and 
Tks n, 25 Dec 44) 

-l~The first instruct ion , that is, which is contained 
in available records, 
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107. The air support signals unit m:i.intainod 
tentacles with the forward brigades , each tentacle 
including one officer. The tentacles were in wireless 
communication with a control which was situated near 
the air section of H. Q. First Cdn lu:my and in communication 
with it. Rear links at G. c.c. and Wings linlrnd this 
control with the air force organization . Requests for 
air support from the forward brigades ·vi ent back directly 
to the fSSU control, and from it to the air section at 
army headquarters . En route, t h ey were intercepted by 
the sets of ·centacles at division and corps; this 
arrangement permitted the latter formations to keep in 
touch with demands made by their subordinate formations, 
and at t:P.e sruae time to exorcise control over demands 
when necessary. Requests for both pre-arranged and 
impromptu air sup~ort un~er centralized control could 
be made over normal comm.and channels as well as over the 
.hSSU nets. Demands passed much more quickly over the 
Il::atter system, since it specialized in traffic concerning 
air support. When control had been decentralized to an 
F.C.P. and speedy impromptu support was desired, the 
demands had to be passed over the iiSSU net so that the 
F.C. P. could intercept t h em. (( H.S.)215Cl.09J(D 2): 
uAir Sp; First Cdn Army·11 -- Org and Emp, 1 Cdn liSSU; 
(H, S. )215Cl.099(D 26) -- Draft Second Ju~my paper 
nF.C . P ., Contact Cars and. Tks 71 (undated) and covering 
letter from 21 Army Gp , also comments on paper by 
G.s.o. 1 Jur H. Q. First Cdn J:.rmy) 

108 . The previous discussion of the F . C. P ., 
v.c .P. and Contact Car ·centred on their co.mnunication 
facilities. 11.11 t hree, it will be recalled, were 
equipped to com.r:iunicate with aircraft in the air . The 
F,C.P., in addition, was able to order up aircraft 
direct from G.c.c. Essentially , the three devices existed 
to provide the communication facilities requi rec for 
decentralized control of air support. 

109. This cont rol was exercised by a team which, 
in the case of the F .C. P . and v .c. P ., consisted of an 
air force officer (called an ;~r Controller) and an air 
liaison officer. Experienced tactica l reconnaissance 
pilots were used in Contact Cars, with a regimental 
officer from the unit being supported. The teams in the 
F . C .Ps. discussed each target submitted and agreed 
mutually as to whether or not it was suitable for action 
by the F .C. P. This work appears to have g one on smoothly, 
without the friction which characterized similar activity 
at high levels. (Draft Second Ar my Paper 11F . C. P ., 
Contact Cars and Tksn; Re_ynolds, Appx nHn ; 0 Fwd .Aids 
to .Air Sp 71 ) 

110. The summary of the exploits of 1 Cdn Air 
Control Sec has alr eady noted how the c ommunic at ion 
~acilities required b y an F .c. P . were more or less 
improvised. Such as they were , they existed close to 
but separate from the communication facilities of 1 Cdn 
JiSSU. By November it had become ap p:iren t that it w 01..ild 
be desirable to replace these separate organizations, 
both specializing in co.omunications connected with air 
support, with a single organization. The proposal to 
enlarge the establishments of the air support signals 
units of First Cdn Army and Second Army was the natural 
result. 

111. Dealing with the F.C.P., the conference 
at 21 J.i:rm.y Gp decided that the post ·required two sets 
capable o f workinc on the liSSU nets , a third set for 
communication with G.C.C,/Army H . ~ . and a fourth -- a 
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very high frequency set for talking to aircraft in 
the air. .An additional set was to be provided for 
communication with an air observation post, or with the 
air liaison officer if he had to leave the F.C.P. for 
duties with other formations. Five lorries, three jeeps 
and a one-ton trailer were considered necessary for each 
F.C.P. The very high frequency set und a reserve set, 
together with operators, were to be provided by the 
air force. The new section was to be commanded by a 
captain, who was responsible for its function as n 
signals section. Its function in control of air support 
was the responsibility of the control team detailed' to 
it. ( "21 A:rmy Gp Conference on .L\SSU Est 11 , paras 2 - 9) 

112. The conference further proposed to provide 
seven Contact Cars per army. Five of these were to be 
obtained by converting existing .Af3SU tentacles, principally 
by the addition of very high frequency sets (provided by 
the air force) for communication with aircraft. The 
remaining two cars were to be added to the JlSSU 
establishment. No mcntionwo.s made o f the v.c.P., but 
there was some discussion of fitting out command tanks 
in the same manner as Contact Cars. Subsequently, 
21 Army Gp issued u paper which stated that one commnnd 
tank per armoured brigade would be fitted with one set 
for comm.unicati6n on the command net of the formation 
being supported, another for working on one of the 
forward .ASSU nets and a third, to be installed by the · 
air force only when use of the vehicle was in prospect, 
for communication with aircraft in the air. (ibid,_ 
paras 10 - 16; 21 Army G:p circular letter 0 Eqpt, Contact 
Cars and Tks 11

, paras 1( b) to 3) 

113. N3 a result of submissions prepared along 
these lines, 1 Cdn Air Control Sec was disbanded and the 
establishment of l Cdn JiSSU was increased early in 
January 1945.. (para 99 . above; C.M.H.Q.. ! .. dmin Order 
No. 19, dated 16 Feb 45, effective 1 Jan 45) 

114. A rea.sonnbly clear idea of t he "new" 
F.C. P. may be gained from this ini'orl!l.ntion. In essentials, 
the device does not appear to have varied greatly between 
1 September when the first description was issued and 
the middle of January when its equipment was added to 
the ASSU establishment. Mnny refinements had no doubt 
been made in the technicnl"details of its operation 
during this period. These, however, are not clearly 
reflected in available sources. In any event, they lie 
outside the scope of a study such as this. 

115. The modification of the ASSU tentacles 
was to prove the most significant of the changes nade 
at this time.-i~ Ea.ch of the modified tentacles was o.blo 

~~In present (1955) practice, the F.C.P. has been 
discarded. The modified Jl,SSU tentacle is still retained. 
It provides a base for the operations of an Air Contact 
Terun (an air rorce officer and a.n army officer) which is 
detailed according to the requirement of the operation in 
hand. Normally, · forward brigades have a tentacle attached. 
When appropriate, an n,C.T. is also attached to direct 
close air support. 
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to maintain communication with a ircraft in the air and 
with the command net of thG fbrmation being supported, 
in addition to its normal col!lfilunicat ion, via J3SU control, 
with the air section at an:ny headquarters. In January 1944 
the sets required for this perf·ormancci were housed in 
what were called Contact Cars · .__ light armoured trucks. 
Similar sets were mounted in -- or earmarked for mounting 
in -- one command tank per armoured brigade. In sum, 
the new tentacle was provided with all tho sets necessary 
to request air support and brief a ircraft in the air. 
In addition, the mounting of these sets in armoured trucks 
and in tanks made it possible to adjust the vehicle used 
to the operation in hand. 

116. M yet, t here was no general agreement 
on the function of these new devices. Second l'i:rmy 
regarded. the Contact Tank as the successor to tho old 
v.c. P. and considered the Contact Car u means of controlling 
reconnaissance sorties only. First Cdn lirmy, on the other 
hand, regarded both as equally capable of controlling 
air strikes and reconnaissance sorties. A common 
doctrine could only be evolved through fUrther experience. 
(Draft Second krmy PE:iper 11F.C.P. J.. Contact Cars and Tks 0

; 

also comments by G .s. O. 1 .Air H.1<1,. First Cdn .L\:rmy) 

117. Tu.ring January, planning for the air . 
support of Operation "VERITABLE" began. Before considering 
this work, it might be well to survey briefly the 
machinery for planning and controlling air support which 
had come into existence by that time. 

118. In the case ·of large operations such us 
uTOT1J..IZE'1 nnd nINFATUATE'1 , the first stage in the 
planning was the for.nrulution of the outline air plan. 
This was done in a conference or a series of conferences, 
at which the requirements for air support were stated 
in general terms. The specific targets represented by 
these general requirements were t hen selected and divided 
into two classes -- those outside and those within the 
resources of the associated air force tactical group. 
The for.mer targets were submitted to hi gher co.lllill.and for 
approval; this stage of t he planning was completed by 
sending a schedule of approved targets , together with 
the necessary briefing material, to the air liaison 
officers concerned. Attacks on targets lying within the 
resources of the associated group, and other tasks such 
as reconnaissance, impromptu support under F.C.P. control 
and so forth, were arranged by the army ond air force 
sta~f officers at army/group level. . 

119. ·when the battl·e wus joined, there was a 
requirement for providing day-to-day air support to the 
troops involved. This support was either pre-arranged 
or impromptu. The former was provided by collating all 
the demands which had come b2ck during the day and 
submitting them to the associated tactical group. 
Demands for support outside the resources of the 
associated group had to be approved at a higher level .• 
Impromptu support was provided under centralized control 
by the simple expedient of passing demands to G.c.c. 
immediately after they had been checked by the army 
and accepted by the air force. Speedier impromptu 
support was obtained by decentralizing control of a 
portion of the avilable air effort to rui F.C.P. This 
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section intercepted demands going back on the .ASSU net 
and accepted suitab~e targets without reference to 
higher authority. The Contact Car nnd the Contact Tank 
existed to control air support (both in the form of 
strikes and reconnaissance sorties) during "fluid" 
operations, when control had to be intimately associated 
with the troops being supported. ·However the doctrine 
governing the employment of these devices was not yet 
firm. 

THE FINAL STAGES ( J JiNUll.RY - M:iY 1945 ) 

120. DJ.ring February and the early part of 
March, First Cc1n fixmy drove tho Germ.ans out of the western 
Rhineland. On 1 April its engineers completed a bridge 
over the Rhine at Emmerich. Thereafter the Canadians ·, 
reinforced by 1 Cdn Corps from Ituly, liberated north
eastern Holland. · By l~ May tho army was deployed south 
of Vlilhelmshavon, in north-western Germany. Hostilities 
ended a few days l ater. 

12i. These operations, lasting slightly over 
two months, produced no mn jor ·changes in the methods 
used for planning air support. In the field of ·control, 
they led to the Hbreaking in 11 of the new F.C.P., and to 
further definition of t he role of the Contact Car and 
the Contact Tank. 

Air Planning, Operation "VERITlillLEn 

122. In common with the other operations of 
the period, 11VERIT.ABLE?1 did not le ad to any· important 
changes in air support. The expected break-throueh 
did not materialize; as a result, the Contact Cars and 
Tanks did not come fully into their own. In spite of 
this, the operation is import an t · to this study, if only 
for the fact that it is the best-documented, from the 
point of view of air support, of all the Canadian 
operations in North-West Europe. 

123. The outline air plan for the operation 
was evolved during a series of conf'erences, the first 
of which was held at Main H. Q. 21 Army Gp on 13 Dec 44. 
Air support was only one of the subjects discussed at 
this conference. It was stated at this time that First 
Cdn l-irmy would route demands for air support through 
84 Gp, who would have 2 Gp "tied in directn,. A 
representative of Bomber Comd would be made available 
to the Group for advice during the planning. 2 Tl.Ji' was 
to clear eneny a.ircraft from the skies over the· J?roposed 
ba.ttlef'ield. · ((H.s.)215c1.099(D 17): 0 1i.ir Sp 
'VERITABLE rn _._ Notes on Conference held at 21 L:rmy Gp 
13 1115 A Dec 44, para 6) 

124. Four duys lutor, a conference which dealt 
exclusively with air support was held at Main H.Q,. First 
Cdn krmy. This meeting produced an impressive list of 
general requirements. Prior to D minus 2, road and rail 
interdiction was to be curried out, coupled with attacks 
on am.munition and petrol dumps. Accommodation used by 
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the enemy well in rear of the then-existing forward 
defended localities was also to be destroyed. Located 
enemy headquarters were to be attacked on D minus 2. 
D minus 1 and the night D minus · l/D Day wore to be 
devoted to i'urther interdiction, the not being drnwrt 
tighter during this period. On D Day and afterward, 
headquarters, telephone communications, gun areas and 
routes used by the enemy for ·moving reinforcements were 
to be attacked; The Gerraans, in short, wore to be 
denied comm.and, support and tactical mobility to th'e
greatest extent possible during the battle. (ibid -
Minutes of a Conference held at Main H.Q. Firs't""1rci'n 
1-u:my 171630 A Dec 44) 

125. On completion of this conference, the 
Intelligence and Air staff sections began the truly 
herculean task of working out the detail. Intelligence 
had to secure the necessary il'lformation and interpret 
it in relation to 0 VERITAf3LE". G Ops Afr had to arrange 
for maps, air photos, engineer surveys leading to the · 
selection of interdiction points on roads and railways, 
and interpretation by 1 Cdn 1-J'IS of air photographs of 
the area of the coming battle. Fina11y detailed target 
schedules had to be compiled . (ibid -- .Air/0/1 - 2 
(VERITABLE)' dated 15 Mar 45' "iiiTa 3) . 

126. ·The German JU'dennes offensive, which began 
on 16 December, caused the D Day for 0 VERITABLEn to be 
set back, and gave what raust have been a welcome 
postponement of dealine for completion of this work. 
On 9 Jan 45 the G.s.o. 3 Ops Air in charge of the Target 
Section reported to the Col G.s. on progress (ibid -~ 
G,s.o, 3 Ops .Air to Col G.s., 9 Jun 45). His report, 
too long to be considered here, shows the magnitude of 
the task in hand. One is tempted to speculate on the 
extent to which the undoubted advantages conferred by 
this elaborate preparation were counterbalanced by the 
time which it consumed. It is certain that preparations 
on this scale could not have had n place in the German 
system . of committing corps or even armies on a few weeks 
notice. 

127. Be that us it may , tho work of selecting 
targets forged uheud. ·When dis cuss ion of nVERITABLE 0 

was resumed in January, the new requirements were quickly 
converted into targets and o.dded to the · impressi vo list 
already accumulated. This was, in part, .mnde possible 
by the fact that the nGV/ conferences- did not make many 
important changes in the g enerul requirements· stated 
previously. (ibid -- J~r/0/1 - 2 (VERITABLE ), 15 Mar 45, 
para 4) 

128. The last general conference, held on 
24 January, was attended by senior staff officers of 
H.Q.. First Cdn Army and 30 Corps. together with Air and 
Intelligence staff officers. The air force was represented 
by the 8Af30, the W/C Ops and the ~:f/C .Armt of 84 Gp~ 
Brigadier c.c. Oxborrow, B.G.s. Ops l~r 21 Army Gp, · 
also attended. ( ( H.S. ) 215 Cl .93( D 369): 110p 'VERIT/iliIB' --
Air 11 -- Minutes of Staff Conference held at Main H.Q.. 
First Cdn Army 2~.1000 A Jan 45, and att target schedules 
dated 25 Jan 45) 
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129·. In general, this conference confirmed the 
previous decisions.. The requirements-:<- for air attacks 
prior to D Day included road and rail - interdiction, both 
road and rail bridges over the Rhine at Vlescl being given 
top priority. At the same time one previous interdiction 
target (the Rhine ferry crossing in the sector Orsoy
Millingen) was deferred and two ( blockint; the roads into 
Emmerich and cutting the north-south roads at Xanten, 
Udem and Calcar) were cancelled. Interdiction of the 
roads leading into Arnhem and of the north-sout h and 
eafft-west railway lines were rot~incd 1 along with.the 
requirement for the complete destruction of Cleve, Goch 
and Emmerich. The original proposal to bomb·eneray 
accommodation prior to D minus 2 was droppe d , though such 
attacks were reco.m.m.ended for the night D .minus l/D Day. 
It had been found during the preparation of targets that 
the constant .movement of Ger.man troops made it impossible 
to select targets of this type until shortly before the 
operation was to begin. Military headquarters were 
dropped from. the programme of preliminary attacks for the 
same reason. D.l.mps were given a lower priority, owing to 
the limited effectiveness of air attacks on them; tho 
Xanten dumps were pl.need first in this category of target. 
(~) 

130. Dealing with the programme for D Day and 
afterward, the conference made some changes. The 
requirements of tho G.o.c. JO Corps were stated in order 
of priority as: attacks on the Nutterden and Mat erborn 
features (the key enemy positions), tho isolation of the 
battlefield and the silencing ·of the enemy guns. These 
were included as requirements, though only the first 
appeared as targets. Isolation of the battlefield was 
to be accomplished by armed reconnaissance during daylight 
and intruder aircraft by night. Enemy guns were to be 
dealt with by F.C.P.-controlled attacks from cab rank. 
Further·, tho artillery c ounter-bomburdment ::_:irogra.mme was 
to be assisted by continuous artillery reconnaissance. The 
proposed attacks on headquarters and telephone exchanges 
were retained, but the requirement was less positively 
stated. There had.been difficulty in locating these 
targets accurately. Finally, t he cutting of routes used 
by enemy reserves was considered, and several changes 
were .made in the detailed targets selected under this 
requirement. These changes resulted from a new 
appreciation as to the most probable direction of .movement 
of the German reserves. (ibid) 

131. Passing to the subject of day-to-day 
support, the conference was briefed on the new F.c.P., 
Contact Cars and Tanks. The Mobile Radar Control Post 
(M.R.C.P.), a device to control bombers by radar in bad 
weather, was also described. Most of this discussion 
dealt with technical points beyond the scope of this 
study. However it should be recorded that the Contact 
Cars and Tanks were clearly regarded as interchangeable; 
any division using its Contact Tank was to .man the 
vehicle from. the crew of its Contact Car. (ibid) 

132. The remainder of the planning may be 
passed over quickly. Existing target lists were amended 
to conform. to the new decisions, and the resulting 
targets were divided into the familiar categories of 

-i:-To be read i n conjunction with the map facing p. 254 
of The Canadian A:rm.y 1939_ - 191~~. 
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outside and within the resources of 84 Gp (ibid -- att 
Target Lists of 25 Jan 45). On 29 January AfV!M Eudleston, 
A.o.c. 84 Gp, submitted the former list to 2 TAF for 
approval, stressing the importance of the Nutterden and 
Materborn features ( (H.S~ )215Cl.099( D 17): Main H.Q. 
84 Gp to Main H. Q. 2 TAF, 29 Jan 45). Approval or 
rejection was apparently notified by telephone; a 
memorandum recording one telephone conversation is 
available ·(ibid - Memo on telephone conversation G/C 
Ops 2 TAF --r:rfC Ops 84 Gp, 1Gl5 hrs 4 Feb 45. Briefing 
materials prepared on a lavish scale were distributed, 
and on 6 Feb 45 the Air Plan for '1VERITABLE 11 was issued 
as a document signed jointly by the c. of s. First Cdn 
Army and the S.ASO 84 Gp. To it was attached the two 
normal target schedules. Except for a few last-minute 
amendments, the air planning of 11VERITABLE;' was completed. 
((H.s. )215Cl.98(D 369): Air Plan First Cdn A:rmy/84 Gp, 
Op 11VERITABLE 11 , 6 Feb 45) . 

133. While this plan was taking form, the air 
force was busily detailing forces to the tasks proposed. 
This process went on concurrently with the ·r1nul stages 
of the planning . As targets were worked out!., they were 
assigned to the appropriate air formation. 1he target 
list attached to the final plan of 6 February, in 
consequence, stated firm or conditional decisions ·as to 
the air formation which was to attack each target. (ibid) 
The air forces involved in support of 71VERITlffiLE 0 included 
the whole of 84 , 83 and 2 Gps . In addition, calls on 
Bomber Comd and on the u.s. VIIIth and IXth Air Forces 
had been approved. ( (H. S . )215c1.099(n · 34): 110p · 
'VERITABLE ' 77 

-- Report by A.o.c. 84 Gp, 15 Apr 45, Pt I, 
para 4) 

134. It is possible , through the daily summary 
of air support results , to trace the .majority of the 
attacks delivered in · execution of this elaborate plan. 
Limitations of space, however, force this study to record 
only the attacks on the major targets.* On 1 February 
heavy bombers of the u.s . VIIIth Air F0rce attacked the 
road and rail bridi;es at Vlesel. Three hundred and fifteen 
(short) tons of high explosive were dropped around the 
road bridge, and 66 tons around the railway bridge. The 
latter, unfortunately, remained undamaged . Further attacks 
proposed for 8 and 9 February v~ere cancelled because 
of bad weather. On 10 February , 64 Flying Fortresses 
attacked the bridges again, and were again unsuccessful. 
One span of the road bridge was hit on 14 February .• 
Attacks delivered on the railway bridge seven days later· 
appeared to have cut the southern approach. On 10 March, 
a more predictable agency of destruction came into 
operation, when the·retreating Germans d0molisfied both 
bridges. Meanwhile, on the night 7/8 February, 769 
Bomber Comd aircraft attacked Goch and Cleve with good 
results. 

-i~This record is 00.s ed on: 

(a) Report by A.o.c. 84 Gp, 15 Apr 45, Pt III, 
Appx "D" and 17 F0 

(b) Info from Air Hist Br, Air Ministry . 

( c) ·:r.D. G Ops Air, Main H. Q. First Cdn Army, 
February 1945: Text and Appx 11 2° (Pre- · 
planned Air Targets and · Res~lts); ibid, 
March 1945: Text from 1-10 Mar 45 and 
Appd "2" (Pre-plannod Air Targets and 
Results) - flrst ten summaries . 
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135. On D Day , bad weather hum:Perod the 
attacks on the Nutterden and lVIatterborn features. The 
attack on the latter was delivered much earlier than 
hud been planned, in an effort to take advantage of a 
period of good visibility. Unfortunately, this gave the 
enemy a chance to recover before . t he ground attack went 
in. The attacks on headquarters, telephone exchanges 
and routes used for the movement of reserves hnd mixed 
results. The main exchange at Terborg, north of Emmerich, 
was attacked by 83 Gp. Although extensive drunage was 
done, the exchange was able to curry on. The same attack 
killed Gen Windig, the artillery commander of 1 Para 
Army, whose headquarters wus close by. Low clouds 
frustrated the attacks on the Arnhem exchange . Bombs 
were dropped in target areas choscn· as suitable for 
preventing the movement of reserves, but the effect of 
this part of the programme on the enemy cannot be 
determined from Canadian and British sources. 

136. As the operation went on, impromptu 
support controllGd by the F.C.P. was used, though not 
so extensively as in "SWITCHBACK11 • Nineteen of the 
31 days taken to clear the Rhineland were unsuitable 
for close support of this type. During the remaining 
12 days, 469 sorties were flown under F.C. P. control. 
Targets ·as close as 250 yards to our own troops wore 
engaged, and one attack was delivered on an enemy counter
attack seven minutes after the request was made. 

137.. Though never· used in their primary role 
(i.e. in support of a break-through) both Contact Curs 
and Tanks were omployed to arrange, listen to and puss 
on the results of tactical reconnaissance sorties. They 
were also used to control air strikes handed ovor to 
them by the F.C.P. when tho latter was overloaded. 

" . 

138. ·Operation nBLOCKBUSTERn, the final pho.s e 
of "VERITABLE 11

, began on 26 February. Bud weather, 
coupled with a restriction }?laced on tho use of fighter
bombers us a result of aircraft casualties, curtuillied 
the close support given this operation. The ground troops, 
however, pushed doggedly forward , and by 10 Murch had 
driven the last of the Germans across tho Rhino. 
17VERITABLEH had ended. 

139. In terms o f sorties, the operation had 
received strong support. Over eleven thousand sorties 
were flown. Of these , 84 Gp provided 7297. 2 Gp and 
Bomber Comd were next with 1292 end 1021 respectively. 
U .s. air forces flew 6L~l sorties, and approximately 900 
intruder missions were despatched. Bad weather and 
intense German anti-aircraft fire somewhat limitod tlie 
air support by comparison with whut had been planned, 
but it was none the less a signi:ficant fact or in the 
ultimate success of the operation. 

Air Support from the Rhine Crossing to V.E. Day 

140. It has been noted that the final operations 
in Holland and Germany produced no impor tant changes 
in the air planning machinery. It would seem that there 
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was · some discussion of the devicos used for control .• 
The G.s.o. 1 Ops Air at H.Q. First Cdn .Army is recorded 
as "battling with 84 Gp re .merits of F.C.P. 11 C'l .D., G Ops 
Air, Main H.Q. First Cdn .A:rmy, 8 Apr 45). Unfortunntely 
the course of this 11battle'1 is not recorded in the 
material at hand. It could be that the discussion arose 
fro.m an expression of air force doubts as to the va.lue 
of the F.C.P. -- doubts which were at least partly 
responsible for the abandonment o f tho device in the 
post-war system (footnote to para 115 above). 

141. It is to be expected that the rapid advances 
made during this phase of the campaign would ho.vc led · 
to good use of the Contact Curs and Tunks. Such, in fact, 
was the ca.se; the resulting experience confirmed the 
previous identification of the two devices. .As L'I- Cdn 
.Ar.md Div .moved into· Western Ger.many on the axis Meppen -
Sogel - Friesoythe - Bad Zwischenahn,..:~ its Contact Tank 
came forward and directed .most effective air support 
for 4 Cdn .A:r.md Bde. Brigadier R. ~·i . Mone el, commander 
of the brigade at the time, has written a 11 vely account 
of these operations. 

Shortly after the 9th April, 1945, such n mun 
arrived at Brigade Headquarters. So.me .months 
prior to this we had been ordered to send one 
of our Command Tanks back to .Army to have it 
fitted with VHF wireless equipment for use as 
a Contact Tank. We had duly despatched the 
machine, fully expectinG never to see i t again. 
But on this spring morning the faithful machine 
reappeared bearing with it a strangely assorted 
crew. The tank was command ed by un RAF pilot 
officer who f elt very much out of his element 
and appeared to be decidedly unhappy. He 
announced that ho was nLongbow Nan n, for such 
was his call sign and needless to say t hat 
became his name for all time . 

The arrival of Longbow op·Gncd new fighting 
horizons for the brigad e - we had a new 
weapon, one that could move at ·a tremendous 
speed, could observe t he enemy, could be 
directed, and could strike with devastating 
effect. It did not take long for the old 
fear of the Tiffies [Typhoons] to disappear 
and by the time we had captured Freisoythe 
[sic], Longbow's f ume had spread throughout 
the entire organization. During this bat~le, 
Longbow was operating from Brigade Headquarters 
directing aircraft on pre-arranged targets -
it was difficult country and the condition of 
the ground made deployment impossible - tanks 
were limited to the main roo.ds. Energetic 
patrolling under cover of darkness and smoke 
had uncovered most of the onG.Iily strong points 
and, with the coming of light, it wa s an easy 
matter to direct the aircraft onto lmown 
targets. 

Once over the Kusten Canal, opposition was 
again heavy and the enemy was greatly assisted 

'~To be read in conjunction with the map facing 
p.272 of The Canadian Army 1939-45 
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by the bad state of the ground - tank 
movement was again limited to roads and theso 
were all adequately covered by firo. 

By this time Longbow wus firmly established 
as a part of tho Brigade and during the 
fight up the road toward Bad Zwischcnham [sic] 
he was employed at what we thought was his 
ultimate role. The contact tank was placed 
under command of the Lake Superior Regt Mot 
and was employed with the leading company. 

Hero Longbow was really in his element and 
towards the end of the first day was bringing 
his rocket carrying fighters within one · 
hundred yards of our own troops - no house, 
no bush, no possible hidins place escaped · 
his attention. His method was us follows:
The forward troops would report opposition 
from n certain location, Longbow would 
have a look at it, call up his airplanes and 
brief the · flight loader over tho air -- whore 
necessary, the ground troops would fire 
smoke onto the target to assist the pilot.
Once the flight leader was sure of the 
position, he would take a "dry run" at it -
if this appeared satisfactory to Longbow 
and to the company commander; the fli ght 
leader would return upstairs, brief his 
flight and down they would come - there 
was no anti-tank gun fire that day. 

Unfortunately all good things must come to 
an and - Longbow was r ecallcd - we never 
really found out the official reason~ Some 
said it was because we were employing him 
too far forward, others t hat we wore mis
employing the aircraft - it midlt have been 
because Longbow had developed the habit 
of calling any aircraft he could see and 
inviting them to join the fight. ·fuatever 
the reason was, his removal was a great 
loss and, with his departure, we settled 
down to the slow plodding fi ghting which 
characterized the operations of armoured 
devisions in that part of the world. 

( (H.S·. )245C4.083(D4): ncontact 
Tk -- Notes by Brig R.W. 
Monceln) 

142. It has been noted that relations between 
the senior officers of H,Q. 84 Gp and H.Q. First Cdn Axmy 
were not so harmonious as they could have been. This 
condition, unfortunately, persisted throughout the 
campaign. The closing days, in fact, produced a rather 
jarring incident, precipitated by a request of 2 Cdn 
Corps for heavy bomber attacks on Oldenburg.- A complete 
account of this affair, prepared by Brigadier Mann, is 
reproduced at Appendix "Au. There is a striking 
resemblance between the incidents recorded in this 
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memorandum and those connected with the ·arrangement of 
joint planning prior to D Day (paras 14, 15 above ' • 
One has the feeling , on reading the two memoranda, . 
of having come full circle. 

143. Dealing with army/air force relations ill' 
an address given to the Staff Colle ge on 25 Jul 46 , Maj
Gen C.C. Mann, C.B.E., D.s.o., (then V.C.G.S.) stated: 

In the light of om~ exp er i enco in the North
Wost Europe campaign, ·without going into 
details, I am convinced that, althouc;h tho 
mechanics of Command and Control by First 
Canadian A:rmy/84 Group RAF wore probably· 
the best of any of tho Empire components, 
this conception - that war like operations 
can be conducted with maximum efficiency· under 
a system of Joint Command at this level -
is unsound becuusc it does not sufficiently 
take into account the human factors. I 
am certain thnt some other basis of co
operation between the ground and air forma
tions in the field is necessary if our full 
potential effort is to be brought to boar 
against the enemy. 

~lhile, in the main, th e a.rents of tho 
campaign bear out the wisdom of the doctrine 
nevertheless they disclosed, beyond all 
doubt, certain serious weaknesses. Those 
weaknesses can be grouped under the heading 
11Hum.an Factors 11 • This is the fundamental 
problem. It is inevitable in the field 
of human relations that Commanders on 
parallel levels will be inclined to support 
their own cone option as to tho way in which 
they should employ the forces under their 
command, in giving effect to a combined 
plan. Recorded events of the North-West 
Europe campaign bear testimony to tho fact 
that there wore dif foroncos in outlook 
between the Commander of 21 .A:rmy Group and 
the Commander of the Second Tactical Air 
Force supporting him, which resulted, at 
Army/Tactical Group level in the reduction 
on several occasions of the actual support 
given in comparison with tho potential 
support available in the resources controlled 
by the Tactical Group co-operating with us, 
and which frequently was a factor imposing 
difficulties, o.nd delay, in tho staff 
arrangements at the controlling level of 
command, namely, nt HQ First Canadian 
Ju:m.y/81+ Group RAF • 

.As I remarked earlier, 84 Group RAF was 
commanded by Air Vice Marshal Brown prior to 
and throughout the Normandy campaign, and 
the pursuit thro~h Northern Franco. Under 
his command, 84 Group RAF was a most co
operative organization and the results 



achieved were splendid. 

Unfortunately, from our point of view, he 
was considered, by his superior commander, 
.Air Marshal Coninghara, to be too co
operative with tho Army - he himself told 
me this at the time when he was relieved 
of his command. 

His successor, .Air Vice Marshal Huddlestonc 
[Hudleston] undoubtedly was a competent 
commander, but it became evident, at onc·e, 
that there was to be a change in policy -
and it also was evident that the reason 
was primarily to ensure that the independent 
stGtus of the RAF was omphasizod.~~ Now 
this would be of no concern to any soldier 
unless its application was going to operate 
to the detriment of our ope rat ions and result 
in a probable increase in the proportion of 
casualties to our attacking ground forces 
in relation to the results achieved. 

When this situation developed, as it did -
we naturally were very much concornod 
indood, 

From what I have said, you can sec that it 
was inevitable that the relations between 
tho Ground Forces and tho Tactical Air 
Forces of tho Empire in North-Nest Et1rope 
could hardly be expected to be ideal, as 
the only way in which the Tactical Air Force 
could assert its independence was by not 
agreeing to meet tho reQuirements of the 
Army on the grounds that the Air Force was 
responsible for deciding whether or not 
support was needed, and if so, in what 
qu£mtity. 

With this background, . it is appropriate to 
analyse the relations between First Canadian 
Army and 84 Group RAF at the various levels 
of contact and inter-weaving of respo~~ibilities. 

Relations between First Cana di an .A:rmy and 84 
Group RAF were good below the Army/Tactical 
Group HQ. level, 

(a) At the Group Control Centre, Wings 
and Squadrons, the personnel who were 
directly responsible for the actual 
carrying out of air operations were 
always arDdous to co-operate with 
the .Army. In fact, they preferred 
missions in direct support of the 
.Army to so.me of their other comm.i tment s, 
notably interdiction and armed 
reconnaissance. 

~r.A/V/M Hudloston replaced A/V/M Brown as A.o.c. 
84 Gp 0n 10 Nov 44. Relations with 84 Gp prior to this 
date had not been so harmonious as is suegested (see 
paras 60 to 68 above). 
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(b) This attitude was reflected in the 
relations between the ALOs and the 
pilots and staff officers of junior 
Air Force formations~ They were 
always on the friendliest and most 
co-oueratfve terms. . . 

( c) A similar happy s ta to of affairs 
existed when staff officers and pilots 
from W'ings and Squadrons were de
tailed for duty with the FCP and 
Contact Cars allotted to forward 
.Army formations. 

(d) Relations between Group HQ, and Army 
HQ, however, were only on a cordial 
basis s uperfici ally. The staff 
at Group HQ were apparently under 
the impression that the Army was 
trying to get control of the Air 
Force formations associated with it. 
We gained the distinct impression, 
after Air Vice Marshal Brown was 
replaced by Air Vice Marshal 
Huddlestone [Hud.leston], that the 
Air Force ·was more anxious to assert 
its independence than to co-operate 
to the .rmximum. extent with the A:rmy. 
This apparent anxiety to preserve 
the autonomy and separate entity of 
the Air Force as a Service - which 
was never· q11.cstioned by the li:rmy at 
any time - frequently prejudiced air 
support operations which would other
wise have been excellent. 

On occasion, when they were asked to carry out 
certain commitments wh ich seemed to tho Army 
to be part of t -heir II.me tion, they hede ed 
about accepting these commitments and, to 
put it bluntl~r , appeared to lack the moral 
courage to refuse them outright. 

This unfortunat e state of affairs was not 
restricted to First Canadian Army and 84 
Group. It also existed at least up to 
the Army Group level, according to my 
information. 

To give you an illustration I am going to 
use the Oldenburg incident as an example ,-i~ 
and while of cours e it might bo argued 
that I am criticizing the policy on the 
basis of an isolated incident, I assure 
you that this is not the case. The 
Oldenburg affair is merely the outstanding 
case in our experience and far from t he 
only one. 

( (E .s. )215Cl,.091~ !?Afr Sp, . 
N.W. Europe - Maj-Gon Mann, 
25 Jul 46 a , Pt. I, paras 
25 - 39) 

-i~ Roproduc cd at App:x. "Au. 
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144. The same general attitude is reflected in 
a report pre:p3.red on conclusion of the campai gn by Lt-Col 
W.B.G. Reynolds and Lt-Col T.C. Braithwaite, G.S.Os. 1 Ops 
Air at H.Q. First Cdn and Second Armies respectively. 

Throu -;hout the campaign cons id era ble 
difficulties were experiencod between Army 
HQ, and Tac Group HQ. staffs over t he manner 
in which the available air resources were 
being employed, and particularly in regard 
to the engagement of targets nominated by 
the Army. It was considered that these 
difficulties wero duo to personalities 
and consequently were at their worst when 
tho H0.,s vrnre separated • 

.An analysis of the periods when relationships 
were at their best and when the res~lts 
achieved reached the highest levels, shows 
that the variations were closely related 
to tho personality aspect. iNhen there was 
a clash of personalities, both staffs were 
affected at all levels and the RAF attitude 
tended to become one in which an Army 
requirement was regarded with suspicion, 
and as something to be treated as an 
opportunity for destructive criticism 
rather than a matter of joint interest and 
importance. 

Under these circumstances requirements for 
air action other than those of direct 
military interest, were fre quently used as 
a reason for refusing .Army requests, 
although the facts did not always support 
the contention. 

These remarks refer to the hicher level of 
Army/Tac Gp HQ, and arc not a pplicable to 
the lower levels of GCC, Wi ngs and Squadrons, 
or to tho pilots themselves . 

In all these cases thG whole approach to 
the support of the A:rrn.y was different and 
was marked by Gnthusiasm and a read iness 
to do the job whic l1 was wholly admirable. 

It was felt that the oricin of these 
difficulties had its root i n Air Force 
anxiety to preserve tho autonoray·and 
separate entity of t heir service, an 
anxiety emphasized in their view by the 
fact that the main function of tho Tactical 
Air Force is to provide air s upport for the 
Army. In fact, the principle regarded as 
being at stake was never questioned by the 
krmy at any time whatsoever 1 and any fears 
which may have been entertained in Air Force 
circles cannot be considered as havinG the 
smallest foundation. 

( (H.s. )215Cl.093(D 3): 11Air Sp -
First Cdn ·and Second Armies 11

, 

31 May 45, para 31) 
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145. Co.mm.Gnting on the draft of this paper 1 
Col Beamcnt wrote: 

These papers do not touch upon tho funda
mental organizational problem of' air support, 
i.e. the major co.mm.and arrangements. I t ake 
it that the omission is studied, but 
whether or not this be the right place to 
say it, someone, sofilewherc and at the 
appropriate time must fight for at least 
the TAF bein.::; under comm.and of the Army 
Group and the Tactical Groups being in 
support of Armies, and preferably TAFs 
becoming an int ee;ral part of the Army 
under the ·;for Office and not the Air 
Ministry, in fact a specialized supporting 
arm and not an autonomous service.~:-

( (H.S·. )215Cl.099(Dll~): 11Air 
Sp 11 - Reynolds to Oxborrow, 
14 Jun 45, second l ast para) 

146. It is impossible to comment adequatel y 
on these views without prior access to a statement of 
the air force's c ase. The anxiety of senior army staff 
officers to provide maximum air support to the troops 
they served is unc1erstundable and to thGir credit . The y 
preoccupied themselves with their army's front and the 
territory immediately forward; thoir main concern was 
to save lives by obtaining the mnximum air sup~ort in 
that area. The air force staff officGrs, on t h o other 
hand, had equally important c.onsiderations to bea~ in 
mind. They controlled a weapon of great power, r ange · 
and flexibility. Extremely sharp limitations, ho-t:ever, 
were associated with those for·m.idablc capabilities . 
The air force staff officers were responsible for 
ensuring that tho air effort was employed within its 
capacity and to the best possible advantage. Selection 
of tasks had to be based on the widest possible survoy 
of possibilities; the air arm's ran ge and floxi bility 
made it capable of operating ovor un area much wider 
and deeper than an army front. Every caro, also, had to 
be taken to avoid squandering the air effor t on tasks 
which wero not vitally necessary , or could be performed 
by other moans. It is to be expected · that t wo groups, 
approaching the problem o f air plannine; from such widely 
different points of view, would have differences of 
opinion. It would, however, be rash to assume that the 
air force was always -- or even most of the time -- in 
the wrong , It would be equally rash to conclude that 
the occasional unpleasant.incident irivalidateQ the 
whole system. There were, aftor all, more instances of 
successful cooperation than of bickering. 

147 •. Tho syst em of plannini3 in close association 
under separate command had definite advantages . ~t 

ensured that.tho air effort was considered throughout 
the planning, and not added as a bonus at the enc.1 . It 
provided expert advice on air matters du ring the planning 
process., Most important of all it ensured ·0 hat t.b.e 
wider possibilities for use of tho air effort were 
examined, in a search for the most econ nrn.ical and 
effective employment of that expensive arm. At the 

-:<-This comment filDkes it cl8a.r that at least one 
senior staff officer ut H. Q. First Cdn Army had designs 
on the air fore e 's au·~c nomy - designs specifically dis -
claimed by the others . and at varianc e with Gen Montgomery ' s 
firm policy (para 93,. 93A abavo ) 
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same time, the system placed heavy demands on the 
military knowledge, the tact and co-operative spirit . 
of the officers involved. It could be that the army ~.s 

point of view reflects the result of these heavy demands, 
more than any fatal weakness inherent in the system. 
This, at least, would appear to be tho opinion of the 
very highest of our military authorities, for planning 
in close association under separate command still for.ms 
the keystone of our doctrine on air support of ground 
troops. 

148. This· report was w ri tt en by Maj H. W. Thomas • 
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APPENDIX 71 A11 

to 
Hist Sec AHQ. Report No. ?~

(Page 1 of 7 pages) 

THE OLDENBURG INCIDENT 

Maj-Gen cc 11'.ian.n, C.B.E._, D.s.o 
25 Jul 46 

THE OPERATIONAL BACKGROUND 

It was appreciated that the Germans would hold the IHllIEil\iS
HAVEN and ENIDEN peninsula, probably with one Para. Army, 
along the natural defensive line of the KUSTEN Canal, 
between the R. WESER and the R. E.lViS. 

In this defensive position, OLDENBURG, as a net-work of 
road and rail communication on the higher ground, con
stituted a central pivot. 

It was therefore considered that OLDENBURG would be 
defended as a bastion to the full extent of tho enemy's 
resources, in order that ho could secure his rosii:iion 
along the KUSTEN Canal, the Peninsula, and·, in particular J 

the fortress ports of T! ILHEIN.lSHAVEN and BREMEN. 

SEQUENCE OF DEVELOPMENTS 

Afternoon 
14 Apr 45 

Joint 
Even in~ 
Conference 
1830 hrs 
14 Apr 

1. Request received from 2 Cdn. Corps for 
air attack on OLDENBURG. 

(a) Acceptable up to 2400 hrs on 16 Lp~. 

(b) Purpose - disruption of road and rail 
co.mmunicntions used by enemy rein
forcements. 

(c) Heavy Bombers part icularly r equested 
by Corp~ Commander (Lt-Gen. G.G. 
Simonds J. 

2. Request (1) above, discussed at routine 
conference H.Q. First Cdn .A:rm.y/84 Gp. 

(a) .Agreed suitable in principle, subject 
to selection of aiming points. 

(b) Following (a) the GSO 1 Ops Air 
First Cdn Army, with the Colonel 
GS conferred with tho G/C Ops 8L~ 
Gp, and jointly selected ~our 
aiming points as being suitable. 

(c) In accordanco with ostublishod 
practice, tho request for air 
support beyond tho resources of 
84 Gp w us su bmi tt od through both 
Army and Air Fore a c hannols ; i, o. , 

First Cdn J.,;rmy to 21 A Gp 
84 Gp to 2 TAF 



Afternoon 
15 Apr 45 

Morning 
16 Apr 
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(d) Tho request was a ccepted by both 
higher H . ~ . for attack by a Gp 
(Light Bombers of 2 T.A.F.) ·which 
carries heavier loads than the 
Tac Gp aircraft of 84 Gp. 

It was , of course, accepted subject 
to availability. 

3. The request was c ancelled -

(a) by A.o.c. 84 G9 with 2 TAF 

( b ) Without not ifi cs t ion to First Cdn. 
Army. 

4. I, as Chief of Staff, First Cdn. A:rmy, 
upon learnine of cancellation, went at 
once to AOC 84 Gp to discuss the matter. 

5. In discussion with the AOC and his SASO 
it was again agreed -

(a) That the targets in OLDENBURG were 
suitable 

(b) That more detailed target int nll j_ ~once 
should be at once prepA~n~, " n order 
to s utisfy any i n qui :.-1os f1·um HQ, 2 
Til.F. 

(c) That the matter ·would bo re-oonsidcro c~ 
for resubmission on morning o f 16 ... \;Jr .. 

6. It should be observed that, v lde para 1 
(a) above, the Commander 2 Cdn Corps 
wanted the o.ttacx before 2400 hrs 16 Apr 1Z 

7. Tho target Intelligence Section, First 
Cdn f'i.:rmy, (whic h includ ed certain RAF 
personnel) worked tb.:roughout tho night 
to complete the ·-ada.ed requirements, and 
did so by 1000 ;.:: ~~ ,16 Apr. 

8. Target nmtorial submitted to G/C Ops 84 
Gp RAF. 

10 Targets were selected, consisting of 
the railway s t o.tion , frei ght shcd.s, and 
a collection of mil5.tary j_nsto.llations, 
barracks storage dump , MT sheds, e tc. 

9. Ji.f'tor cons id erut ion of t ho m:i.terial, and, 
apparently; certain conversat ions with 
H.Q. 2 TAF, tho G/C Ops 84 Gp stnted to 
tho Colonel GS, First Cdn Army, that -

1i (a) the targets wnre NOT withj_n the 
resources of 8L. Gp H.AF for oi th er 
of tho two following reasons : 

(i) they wore NOT suitable f or 
attack by fighter bombers; 

(ii) because of tho limited 
availabiliiy of long range 
aircraft t h r3re was N) effort 
available. 

• 
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"(b) The present policy at the higher 
HQ was that targets would NOT be 
o.ttnckod within German towns and 
cities unless it had been demon
strated that ground tps wero unable 
to capture the town or city in 
question without the benefit of 
oir attack. 

" ( c) That 21 Army Gp did NOT apparently 
appreciate tho op situation with 
respect to OLDENBURG as we did, 
since they had NOT supported our 
request in such terms with 2 TAF. 

11 ( d) That, in any event, the AOC 84 
Gp RAF and the .Axmy Comd had 
discussed the problem of air 
attack in OLDENBURG the previous 
evening, and had agreed that 
there was NO requirement, and that 
it was his understanding in 
addition that the matter had also 
been considered by the C in C 21 
Army Gp and the AOC in C 2 T.AF, 
apparently with the same results, 
and that the ref ore any further 
consideration by us was purely 
academic. 

10. The Colonel G.s. informed me that ho had 
mo.de the following points with the G/C 
Ops: 

11 (a} That it seemed most improbable that 
any policy existed concerning air 
attacks in sp of the Army which 
necessitated the ground forces 
demonstrating failure in their 
ground ops before the RJ.F were 
prepared.to provide the air sp 
required, and that, in any event, 
this was the first intimation to 
us of any such policy from any 
source •• 

u ( b} That if the op appreciation upon 
which this request was based was 
NOT shared by 21 l~rn.y Gp, he would 
be most surprised because it was 
the view held by 2 Cdn Corps o.nd 
this HQ, and NO indication had 
been given to us that 21 !:rmy Gp 
felt differently in the matter. If 1 

however, the d ifficul ti es which we 
were experiencing were due to a 
different op appreciation by 21 l.:rmy 
Gp which precluded them supporting 
our request, then obviously our 
argument was with 21 Ar.my Gp and 
N0 1r with 84 Gp RAF 1 and that there
fore he proposed to discuss the 
matt er at once with 21 Army Gp. 11 
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11. The Colonel G.s. then continues i n his 

report -

nr then telephoned BGS Ops fur 21 
Army Gp and re ported on the posn 
concerning these requests as out lined 
above, and asked that I might be 
advised as to the policy alleged by 
the G/C Ops and the op appreciation 
concerning OLDENBURG held by 21 krmy 
Gp. BGS Ops Air 21 .1.'trmy Gp stated 
as follows: 

(a) That 21 Army Gp held the 
same appreciation of the op 
situation as we did, and as 
stated above. 

(b) That 21 Army Gp felt so 
strongly on the matter that 
he had prevailed upon the 
:l.jChief of Staff 21 L:rray Gp 
to attend tho Joint Evening 
Conference at 21 .1trm.y Gp/2 
TJ.F on the evening of 15 ,.pr 
to speak OI;l tho question of 
our requests for air sp on 
OLDE.rTBURG. When the .matter 
had been r- aised 2 Tl.JI' refused 
to consider it on its merits 
on the ground that tl::ey were 
without jurisdiction in this 
matter in view of the fact 
that NO requests for these 
attacks had been received. from 
84 Gp Rl.J.i'. 

"I reported this situation to you at 
lunch on 1 6 L.pr. On my return from 
lunch I spoke to the G/C Ops 84 Gp 
RL..F, informing him of the infm I · had 
received from BGS Ops Air 21 krmy Gp 
referred to above. He stated that 2 
Tf..F had probably told 21 L..rmy Gp that 
84 Gp RJ:..F had NOT requested the en
gagement of these targets as 2 Ti:..F 
apparently did NOT like the targets 
and that was the simplest manner of 
disposing of them. I e xpressed my 
surprise that .he should suggest that 
his higher HQ, would indulg e in such 
dishonesty in their inter- service 
dealings with 21 Army Gp. G/C Ops 
then proceeded to review the target 
material in detail, and havinG ruled 
out eight of the ten targets as being 
unsuitable for air attack, reluctantly 
agreed to ·request air attack on the 
first two, namely O 1 and O 2. I 
inst r GSO 1 Ops Air to infm Ops li.ir 
21 Army Gp that 84 Gp RiJr were 
requesting engag ement of targets 0 1 
and 0 2; I then reported the situation 
to you and suggested that the whole 
matter required reviev1 on your level. 
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ir;re then called upon the SJ.SO and the 
G/C Ops in the farmer's office and 
commenced a discussion on the targets 
in question. 1~ this was proceeding , 
the AOC 84 Gp RJ..F entered the S.l.SO 's 
office and looked at the target 
.material. It was apparent that he was 
quite prep'l.red to cons id er all the 
targets on their merits. ;le stressed 
the necessity of attack inG mil 
installations with a view to dis
rupting sig comns and the arrangements 
which the enemy would be proceeding 
with in organizing the cl ef Qf the 
city . JJ'ter discussion, he ruled that 
four of the targets, namely 08, 07, 
03 and 04, should be submitted to the 
higher HQ, suggesting attack by 2 Gp, 
and that the remainder of the targets, 
other than 01 and 02, which he did NOT 
consider would pay an adequate dividend 
should be encaged by resources o f 84 Gp 
RJ..F. It is to be noted as set out in 
para 11 above that 01 and 02 were the 
only tarc:;ots of the ten in question 
which the G/C Ops was prepared to 
submit to the higher HQ or accept for 
air attack. 

11I arranged the extension of time of 
attack vJi th 2 Cdn Corps until l 72400B, 
and submitted the requests for targets 
08, 07, 03 and 04 to BGS Ops Air 21 
1.:rmy Gp, explaininc what had passed 
between 8L~ Gp IL.Ji' and ourselves, and 
the fact that t hey were submitting 
similar requests throuc h Ri..F channels 
to 2 T.:..F. 

"Du.ring the evening of 1 6 Apr, we were 
infm by Ops JJ..r 21 :...rn1Jr Gp that the 
targets had been accepted for 2 Gp 
with a turn-around on 17 L .. pr , and we, 
later, received a copy of the 2 TL.F 
00 concerning the attack of these 
t .argets. 

"lJ'ter our morninc conference on 17 
J .. pr, the GSO 1 Ops l .. ir confirmed that 
the first two targets, namely 08 and 
07 were being attacked by 2 Gp with 
sixty med bombers at 0940B, and I infm 
you ace ordinc: ly. 

nLater during the morning , I understand 
tl1at the l~Chiof of Staff 21 i'i:rmy Gp 
called yol~ to enquire whether we really 
wished to have these targets attack ed, 
and that the g ist of your reply was 
that vve did indeed, as evidenced by 
the fact that we had been stri-ving in 
ever .)r known way for 48 h:rs to effect 
that result. Vle were later infm by 
the GSO 1 Ops : .. ir, on ad vie e of Ops 
1..ir 21 l'iXmy Gp , that at 0930B hrs today 1 
17 ~pr, while the 2 Gp force of sixty 
med bombers vrns airbo r ne and prepared 
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to eneage targets 08 and 07, that 
t he AOC in C 2 Tli.F had personally 
cancelled the attacks v1 ithout ref to 
21 1'1.Xmy Gp. 

"On learning this I telephoned the BGS 
Ops J~ir 21 .Army Gp and enquired as to 
what was going on in connection with the 
attacks by 2 Gp on these targets. He 
reported the situation as f ollows: 

(a) That at the morning · joint conference 
at 21 1-.:rmy Gp/2 TAF, the rep of 2 TAF 
describing the day's air ops had 
omitted any r ef to attack on targets 
i n OLDENBURG. 

(b) That on the c onclusion of the con
ference the AOC in C 2 TJJY had 
stated that he had personally can
celled the at tacks of 2 Gp on the 
OLDENBURG targets at 0930B hrs this 
morning, 17 Lpr, because when the 
attacks had been brous ht to his 
attention he had recalled a policy 
promulgated by SHAEF pr ecluding 
attacks on all barracl:s in GERM/~Y 
in vie w of the f act that such att aclrn 
would later depr ive Julied forces o f 
accn. 

(c) That 21 Ju:my Gp, after the meeting , 
had requested that this SHJLEF policy 
be shown to them. as it wa s unknown 
to them. It was impossible fo r 2 
T:.F to produce the policy which 
apparently did NOI' in fact exis t. 
It is presumed t hat the LOC i n C 2 
TAF was confused with some criticism 
wh ich a senior airforce offr of 
SH.AEF had apparently made concerning 
unnecessary attacks on certain 
barracks in the RUHR under circum
stances which were NOT relevant to 
this matter. 

(d) That at this time at the request of 2 
Tli.F , the L/Chief of Staff 21 f.,xmy Gp 
had called you to ernu:re that we 
really did want t hese targets 
att a cked as noted above. 

( e) That, on r ecei vine: your assurance, 
they had a gain pressed for the attacks 
which were :finally reluctantly 
accepted, and arrangements made to 
proceed with them this afternoon. 
Because of the time lost by the 
cancellation of the attacks at 09 30B 
hrs this morni ng , it is NOT now 
possible to complete the f aur targets 
today as there is NOT sufficient time 
for a turn-around. 
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( f) I have requested 2 Cdn Corps for an 
extension of time for attacks on 
OLDENBURG until 182400B Apr, and 
warned 84 Gp R.l'J!' and 21 .lu:m~r Gp that 
we will require the remaining two 
targets to be attacked tomorrow 18 
Apr, subject to weather permitting. 

11Att hereto at Appx uAu target list dated 
16 Apr 45, particularizing the targets 
in question. (not attached for lecture 
purposes). 

nI have stated in this memorandum, to 
the best of my kn owledge and belief, 
a true picture of what has taken place 
in connection with endeavouring to ob
tain air sp beyond the resources of 84 
Gp RAF to sp the ops of 2 Cdn Corps. 
If it is considered that any of the 
statements contained in this memorandum 
are offensive from the standpoint of 
inter-service relations, I shall gladly 
re-write the memorandum for such pur
poses as you may require to use it, NOT 
as an admission of unfairness as to its 
content, but solely as a conc ession to 
the proprieties and requirements o f our 
inter-service relations. It will be 
noted that in the result it has taken 
72 hrs to obtain any ai r sp beyond the 
resources of 84 Gp Ri:Jf on these targets 
required to sp the ops of 2 Cdn Corps, 
and that the full effort of 2 Gp on 
turn-around has been lost to it under 
ideal conditions of we ather . Further:.. 
more, this slow and unsatisfactory re
sult has only been achieved at the ex
penditure of ·a very considerable time 
and effort, quite unnecessarily, by a 
number of senior offrs at this HQ and 
HQ 21 krmy Gp. 11 

12. The situation was discussed by me f'ully 
with General Crerar, G.o.c. inc., First 
Cdn Army, who directed that · no further 
action should then be taken, in view of 
the obvious large issues involved) and 
also having regard to the stage rea ched 
in the war against Germany. 

((H. S . )215Cl.091: nAir Sp, 
N.1H. Europe 71 , Appx n3t1) 




